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e ccne t "uct inf'lni tc grou,ps by tDJdng 11 canol'ucal

?hc c;tructu "0 of the groul)s obtai, ed iH related

conets-ue t.t on can Yieltl in:f'ini te ..;ira!)le groups. I,e far

as the cu tl ox' :~..oae these gr-oupe ave not pl'eviously

been ctu(l,iecl.

,0 PX'D' 0 that o..rzyof the 61"oope ar-e 'JI-aroups

hav tn r 3ubgr'()U)6 ':lhich aee not 'j'f_ zr-ouis. PI'cviously

only OM exam le of' such a roup ccems to have been. kll0tJTn.

7:'.0 last chc,.I;lterai' t'ds thesis le concerned with

a cCr:·:Dll;;~t.cly dlfTerent clarss of' infinl to grOUIJs.,/e

ccnc t ue t ner-e iIu'ini te aroupe that 81'e ,·eneralisatic s

of tho ..Jyl 'j V-Gub;rouI,) of the oym,plectic roup_ The

main I'e:.::; t obtained is the cQnstruf~ti()n of a ~raup

havin, two aecendarrt ,t\l)cllon Dub, reups whose join is

Deli -no. tr:1ali31n f. .{gain Illy one example of sud} a r:; IO'UD

seems to hnve been known previously.
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(ii)

InTRODUOTION

In 1954 D.H.McLain introduced a eneralisation o~
the SylO',7p-subgroup of the general linear 61"001' over the
f1eld GF(p), see [9]. Using this techn1que he produced
his famous characteristically simple roup and P.Iiall
made use of lcLain's group to pro'uce many interesting
examples of infinite groups.

In the f'il"stsix chapters of this thesis we use
techniques, similar to those McLain developed, to generalise
the Sylo\7 p-subgroup of the General linear gr-oup over

.the .Line 7L n, the Lnteger-smodulo };,u. lot only do we
mal-rethe dimension of the module infini t.e but VIe also
'."lorkover an arbitrary ring wi th a 1. T11i6 has the
advantage of producing groups wi th a considerably \'lider
range of pr-oper-t Le e than McLain I s fI10llpS.

We investigate, in chapter three, how the properties
of the groups are related to the structure of the ring.
In chapter four xte show that some of the ",roups considered
are inf'initc simple groups nhich, as far as the author
knows , are not isomorphic to any known simple r oups ,

In 1938 Kurosh and Cernikov po ed the question
whet er every subgroup of an Si-group, that is a roup

in which every chief' t'actor .is Abelian, is an SI-group.
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This was answer-ed in the negative by P.Hall in 1964, see [6],

when he constructed an I-grouIl ~7ith a subgroup that was

r'z-ee of r-a .. ~10. :e show in chapter ~ive that our

constructi n leads to the dd cc very of a .hof,e class of

Sf-cL OUIJS havin subgroups not in the class I.

Chanter six iu devotcd to a study of' the properties

of the CI'OUPS we have considered when a 'pecific ing is

chosen. I'hi a chapter makes it clear em easy the r oups

arc to ha d.LedospI te t eir i'ride ran e of properties.

The last chapter of this thesis deals 1ith a

completely different class of groups. A ain vte use

..1cLaL "s tcchnt oues , this time to rreneralise the Sylo\,i

p-suberoup of the symIJlectic ·roup over F(p). In particular

VIC const.ruc t a p'roup havin a sell -normali ning subgr-oup

that is the join of tro ascendant sub roups. As far as the

author kriows, the assenhaus gr-oup, whtch is described

in [12], Appendix D, ~xercise 23, is the only other nov/

example of' a c;roup havin these pr-opert.Le s ,



1•

..1 Basic definitions and notation.
1.1 Closure operations.

te be ~in by introducing the concept of a closure
oper\ation as defined by Hall in [7J.

1 .1 .1 Def'initiQn Ye say that Q, is a class of groups if'

(i) _g contains ~ trivial group.
(ii) Ge.e with G1.;::G implies G2, E P,

1.1.2 Definition A map c from the class of group
classes to itself is called a closure operatign if

a "c a =c...a "c J) when 'D ~ Q,

and C(1) = (1) where (1) denotes the class
containing only trivial groups.

We now define the closure operations '3 and «,

1.1.3 Definition Let ~ be any class of groups. Thenf
define sa by

Ge sg if and only if G is embeddable in a ~-group;
and der'Lne Cl ~ by

·Ge ~a if and only if G is the epimorphic image
of a ~-group.

're say that a class _Q is c-closed if cl, = g; and
clearly for any a, c, ~ is the smallest c-closed class
containing g •

Let G be any group. Then denote the smallest class
of groups containing G by (G). Hence (a) consists of all
groups isooorphic to at and all trivial groups.
1.1.4 Definition A closure operation c is called
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UIwry if'

c~ = G~Jgc( )

for all classes £ .
Not every closure operation is unary, but it is easy

tc see that sand Q defined above are unary closure

operations. For any unary closure operation c and an
~ nearbitrary class ~ it ls possible to define the class ~

to 'be the largest c -closed class contained in _a, and

Vie shull call it the c -interior of ~ •

1.1.5 Definition Let ~ be any class of groups. ~e
/ ....

define the closure operations N , N , N as followsl-

Ge f'l' if' and only if Gis the join of i ts subnormal

a =aubgr-oupa ,

Ge~& if and only if

£ -sub roups.

Ge ~ ~ if and only if G is the join of its descendant

~-subgroups.

is the join of its ascendant

Ive refer the reader to section 1.2 for the defini tiona

of' ascendant and descendant 1-subgroups.

Let CAdenote the class of Abelian groups. Then Na is

the class of Bser nilgroups, see [I] ; i.e. the class of

all groups generated by their subnormal Abelian subgroups •
•These groups can also be char-acter-Lse d by the pr-oper-ty

that every cyclic subgroup is subnormal.

V{e now define the product ot: two cf.osure operations.

1.1.6 Def'lni tion Let F\ and B be two closure operations



and let .« be any class of groups. Define

CA e )~ = A (8i)•
Notice that AB need not be a closure operation.

For exam:ple~s is a closure O]?eration, but sex is not.

Wenow introduce a partial ordering on closure operations

as fo11cms.

1.1.7 Defin1tion Let A and B be two closure operations.

Then

R .; 8 if and only if R.o, 8~ for all classes I.
~ ,

I t is clear that N < N and N < N •

Let A and a be two'.closure operations. Then the

product aa is a closure operation it and only if

BA'; AB ; while if R < B then AB = eA = 8.

Wenowdefine two fUrther closure operations.

1.1.8 Definition Let t be any class of groups. Define

closure operations I. , R as f'o11o\1sl-

Ge LA if' and onlY'if every fin1 te subset of G is

contained in a l-subaroup of G.

Ge Rt if' and only it the intersection of all

norm.al subgroups N of G such that GIN e.t

is trivial.

Wecall the classes ~A and R~ the class of locally-~

groups and the class of residua1ly-~ groups, respectively.

Let n denote the class ot nilpotent groups. Then Ln la

the class of locally nilpotent croups; and denoting

the class of finite p-&roupa by ~", we have the folla.ving



inclusions 1-

~".;n .; Na..; NQ, Ln, ~ prUitt..

1.2' Series
We introduce the standard notatlon for series, se~ [11J.

1.2.1 Defini tlon We say that G has a g -series of tYpe n,
tor some linearly ordered' s.t fi, lt 0 has a set ot palrs
ot subcroup s

( A,.., VA s ).en )
satlsfying

(1) VA is normal ln J\ ' and A,./V).. ~!, tor all
A e n;

(il) Aa'; Vp tor 0 < P J a,p e n;
(ili) 0-1 = U (A,..:V)..).

AEfi

1.2.2 Definition ~e say that G haa an invariant D-sericq
ot type n, tor sOlIelinearly ordered eet fl, it 0 has a
set of pairs et normal subgroups

( ~ , VA I A en)

satisfylng (i), (i1), and (iii) at definitlon 1.2.1.
Suppose the linearly ordered set n ls well ordered

with order type A where ).is an ordinal. In thls case we
call a e-series of type n an ascending a-series. Then
A,,: = V0+1' tor 0+1< 1.J and defining VA 1:1 G we can wri te
an ascending a-serles in the fora

( Vo I 0 .; A ) J



where Vo =1, Va is normal in Va+1 with Va+1/Va e £
for a < 1, VA= G and

Vp = U Va
a<p

for l1m1t ordinals p .; 1.

If the sub£:l'oupsVa are normal in G, for all a e fi,

then we say tha.tO has an ascending invariant ~-serieB.

Suppose now that .n is inversely well ordered. Then

we say that a O-seriea of type fi is a descendi~1 B-serieg.

Let the inverse ordering to n have order type 1where

1 is an ordinal. Viecan write a descend1nc: a-series in

the form

( Aa I a < l. )

where AO = 0, AO+1 is normal in Aa and AclAo+1 e-&

tor 0 < A, ~ = 1 and

Ap El n Aa
o<p

tor 11mit ordinals p < l..

Groups having an~-series will be ot special interest

in what follows and we detine the tollowinc: classes.

1.2.3 Petini tion Let l, '*'" ~o be the classes ot groups
~ .. " .

having an~-series, an ascending Q-series, and a

descending d-series, respect1ye~. In the Kurosh notation

11:1 SN; lA 1:1 SN·, and l.,=sD;.
1.2.4 ;Qetinitlon Let "J t itA' be the classea ot ~roup8

having an invariant a.-aeries, and an ascending invariant
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a.-series,respect1 vely'. In the Kurosh notation
1f = SI, and;rA = SI-.

We noo introduce the conce:pt of a central series.
It H and X are suburou:ps ot a grou:p G we denote by

[ 11 , K ]

the subgroup or G generated by all elements of the tora
[h , k] = h-ik-1hk

where h e H and k e X.

1.2.5 p;rin1tiqp The group G has a central series
it G has an Q-series

( .t\ ' V~ I ,. en)

wi th [~, G ] .. V~, tor all ,.e n,

Then every central series is an invariant ser1es.
1.2.6 perini,iOA Let r, a,., z; be the classes ot
iroups having a central series, an ascending .entral
ser1es, and a descending central serles, respectively.

The lower central series et a iroup G ls the
descending central series with teras y~(G) where

'r'O(O) = 0

'r',.+1(G) = [ 1',.(G), G 1
1'p(G) = n'r'A(G) tor l1m1t ordinals p.l<p

In 1.1.8 we derined the closure operation R. We
ahall be particularl7 interested in the clas8 Rnor
resldually nilpotent groups. This class can be characterised



G E P.n if and onl.7 if' "(Cl) ( G) = 1.
We can now indicate the inclusion relations between

the classes defined above.

1.

l:A'/'
.'t

~I'/~'~D
-r-.

z../ ~~ •
•

We end this section b~ detin1~ one further closure
operation.
1.2.7 Detinition Let 1 be any' class or iroups. Detine
the closure qperation E b~

Get t it and only it G has a fin! te .I-series•

We note that the class ta is the class et soluble
~oups.
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1.3 The McLainaroups Tn(p).

Wecive the detinition of thc McLaingroups 'l'n(p)

(see [~] ) and consider soae prqperties or these groups.

Let n be a 11near17 ordered act. Let V be the

vector space over the Gal01s t1ela GF(p) w1th basis TA
. ~&

for). e n. For any' ).,J,L en with), < IL, we.det~n~~non-sincular

linear :cap t,.J.I. IV --> V b3'

t,.J.l.IV).--> TA+TIl '

t,.J.l.ITV ---> TV ' V ~ )..

Let Tn(P) = < t,.J,L I >',J.I. e n with l. < J.I.). It n is

a finite set, say n = (1,2,•••••n), then '1'n(p)has order
pn(n-1)/2 and 1s isoaorphic to thc croup o~ ruen

un1triangular matrices over GF(p). Henceit n = (1,••••n),
then Tn(P) is isomorphic to the Sylowp-subgroup of the

general linear group over GF(1')' and Tn(p) , tor arbitrsr,y

n, is a generalisation et this S7lowp-subsroup. Wequote

the f'ollowlni wcll known properties of' McLaingrOUpsl-

1.3.1 For any linear17 ordered set fi, Tn(p) e ~}~.

1.3.2 For anT llnearlY ordered set n, tho normal

closure of' <V in Tn(1') i8 an elel1entsI7 Abellan

p-grOllP.and so 'rn(1') E NQ.

1.3.3 If' n ls a linear17 ordered set lso.orphic to the

rationals, then Tn(1') 1s a characteristlcal17 si.ple group.



Text cut off in original



1.3.4 For any linearly ordered set n, Tn{p) e ~A.

1.3.5 The centre of Tn(p) is trivial unless n has both
a greatest and a least element.

We see that McLain £;roupshave strong ~eneralised
nilpotent properties and we conSider in the next sectian a class
ot groups ~ which could be conSidered as a generalisation
of the McLain groups Tn(p).
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'j2 Generalisation of' the Sylow p-subgroup of' GL(m,nn).

Let P be a prime and let n be an integer with

n > 1. Inth1s section we determine the Sylow p-subgroup

o~ the croup c~ non-singular mxm matrices over the rin~ l~.
Wethen ceneralise this Sylmv p-subaroup to obtain a

class o~ croups ~ •

2.1 The ceneral linear group over the ring hLpn.

Consider the group o~ non-singular mxm matrices

over the ring ~n. Denote this croup by GL(m,pn). We

determine the order or this group, sec.. D,..1.

2.1.1 Theorem

m

I GL(m,pn) I :::pnm2_ m(m+1)/211 (pi_ 1 ).
i=1

Proot Let A :::

••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••

be a matrix with coefficients in the ring R::: ~n.

First, fie show that it A is non-singular, then

Rai + RS2 + •••••• + Rar ::: R.

Suppose not. Then Rai + Ra2 + ••••••• + Rar < R. No ai'

1 ,1 'r, can be prime to p; tor, it ai is prime to p,
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1 .;; i .;;r.Hence

But then IAI = pIA~I. where
A~ = •••••

,••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••

a matrix with first row ••••• ,a;> and all other
entries aa in A.

Since IAI= pIA·I. then lAin = ° and A is slngular.
Hence

Conversely, we show that lf
Ra1 + Ra2 + ••••• + Rar = R,

then there exists a non-slngular matrlx A with {a1.a2, ••••ar>
as a firat row. At least one of the a1, 1<i<r, must be prime
to p; for it not, then every element ot Rai + •••• + Rar
ls divlslble by P. givlng Rai + ••••• + Rar < R.

Sup:poseai ls prime to p. Let A be the matrix with
(a1,a2, ••• ,ar> as the first row and (Sl'O,o, ••• ,0)
as the i-th column, and such that the matrix obtained when
the first row and the i-th column are deleted ls the
(r-1)x(r-1) identity. Then IAI = tai' and so A is
non-singular.
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Suppose a1,a2, ••• ,ar e R with RBi + ••• + Rar ::R.
Then let B be a fixed rxr non-singular matrix with first
raa (a1,a2, •••• ,ar). Thus ever.1 non-singular matrix
A wlth first row (a1,a2, •••• ,ar) m~ be written uniquely
in the form

A Q CB,

where C is a matrix ot the form

• ,

1 0 0 •••••• 0

•
•

where (Cij) ls a non-singular (r-1)x(r-1) matrlx.
This follows at once, for BB-1 :;I and AB-1 must

haTe the same first row as DB-1, since A has the same tirst
row as B.

Suppose that there are 'r(pn) choices of (ai' ••• ,ar)
as the first r~ 01' a matrix in GL(r,pn). We can choose
x21' •••• ,x

r1
in pn(r-1) ways: and since (ciJ) ls a

non-siIl3Ular (r-1 )x(r-1) matrix, we can choose it In'

IGL(r-1 ,pn) I ways. Thus
IGL(m,pn) I Q 'm(pn)pn(m-1) IGL(m-1 ,pn) I.

We must calculate 'r(pn). Let



There are pm ways ot choosina (81,82, ••• ,ar) and
pr(n-1) ways ot choosing (a1,a2, •••• ,ar) such that
ai = pai • 1 < i < r.

Thus there are pnr _ pr(n-1) = pr(n-1) (pr_ 1)

ways at choosing (ai' ••••• ,ar) to satisty (i), and 80

'r(pn) ::I pr(n-1) (pr- 1).

laL(m,pn)( "IT p1(n ....>pn(1-t >(p1_ 1>
1=1

Then
m

;: pm(m+1 )(n-1 )/2 + nm(m-1 )/2n(pi_ 1)
1=1

m

a pnm2 - m(m+1 )/2 n (pl_ 1).
1=1

2.1.2 CorollarY The order ot the S110w p-subgroup or

We n0'3 f1nd a Syl0\1 p-sub~OUll of GL(m,pn). Let
I denote the mxm identity and Ei3 denote the matrix with
1 in the (l,j)th posit1on and zeros in all other places.

Consider the subgroup

< I + Ei3 • I + pEkl I 1 < 3, k ~ 1 ~.
The generators at the ror.m I + Ei3 have order pn;
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while those of the form I + pEij also haTe order a paaer
or p. All these generators clearly lie in the subset
of all mxm matrices ot the torm 1 + pA + B where A is
~ matriX, and B is a matr1x with zeros on and belo\T
the main diagonal. We. shO\v that the matrices ot the form

1 + pA + B give a Syl~v p-subgroup ot GL(m,pn).

(1 + pA1 + ~1)(1 + pA2 + B2)

= 1 + p(A1 + A2+ pA1A2+ Ai B2+ BiA2) + (B2+ B1+ B1B2)·

S1nce every element has tinite order, as elements
ot GL(m,pn), then matrices of this torm give a subsroup
c4 GL(m,pn). The order of this subcroup 1s eas1ly seen
to be

. .,

pnm(m-1 )/2 p(n-1 ) (m+1)m/2

pnm2_ m(m+1)/2
=*

~ corollar.1 2.1.2, we see that the set (I + pA + nJ
is a Syla.1 p-subgroup of' GL(m,pn) and in fact this
subgroup is eenerated b:r

I + pEij , i > 3.
The proof' that this is a generatllli set is straiibt

forward but tedious, and as we shall prove a more general
result later (see 2.3.4), we omit the proof' here.
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Wehave seen above that the SylCTJp-subarOllp ot

GL(m,pn) is isomorphic to 'the set ot mxmmatrices which,

modulo p\n are un!trian~ar.' We shall generalise this

by considering matrices, over an arbitrary ring, that

are un1tria.ngulaz' modulo the Jacobson radical ot the ring.

In the next section we give the basic detinitions
, '

and. results on the Jacobson radical et a rinB; (see (4] ).

2.2 The Jacobson r0dical of a riM."

Let R be an arbitrary {not necessarily canmutative}

rina: with' a 1. Assume in all that tol1C1t7sthat 1 /: o.
Westate the tol1~ving result, see [4].

2.2.1 Lemm~ Let R be a r1ng with a 1. Then the intersect10n

at the maximal riiJlt ideals et R is equal to the intersection

or the max1mal le:tt 1deals of R.

WenOtVde:t1ne the Jacobson radical or a r1n~ w1th

2.2.2 Detin1 t10n Let R be a ring w1th a 1. Wecall

the intersection ot the max1mal I·icht 1deals the

JacobsQn radical et R and denote it by J(R).

By lemma 2.2.1, J(R) 1s also the intersection of

the maximal lett ideals and hence J(R) 1s a two-s1ded

ideal of R.



We nor"!introduce the idea of right and.lett
quasi-recular elements.
2.2.3 Def1nitl9Q Let R be an arbitrary ring. Then
x e R is called a right guasi-r;,qulsr elenent it there
exists aye R with

x + y + X'3 == o.
Cl.The element y is called t)(eright gussl-inyers;

ot x,
Similarly x e R Is called a lett guasi-regular

element it there exists aye R with

x + y + ':IX Q O.

The element y Is called ~e~lett guasi-inverse
ot x.

Notice that it an element has both a riiht and
lett quasi-inverse, these quasi-inverses are equal.
2.2.4 LeII!p@ Let R be a ri~ with a 1. Then the elements
ot J(R) are ri~t and lett quasl-reiUlar.

We note that, it I Is a two-sided ideal ot R
satlsf'ylng

X e I implies xn= 0 tor some integer n,

then I .;J(R). In particular J(R) contains all the locally
nilpotent two-sided ideals ot R.



2.2.5 Definition Wecall a rlna R a radlcal rln« 1~
every element ot R ls ~i&ht and lett quasi-regula~.

We can nO\y show that any ~adical ring R can be
• •embeddedln a ring R wlth.8 1 so that R 1:1 J(R ). This.

result is ~roved ln [~l. Wecive here a different proof.

2.2.6 Lemm~ Any radical ~ing R can be embeddedin a
• •~lng R so that R has a 1 and R ls the Jacobson radical

•ot R.•
•Proof' Let R be a radical rina. Define R)( ~I:I R

to be the ring of ordered pairs (r,n) , l' e R, n e-a

wlth

(r1,n1 )(r2,n2) = (1'1%'2+n1r2+ ~r1 ,n1n2)·

Herr R· has an ldentlty element (0,1).
We show that R C J(R·). If not, then ther~

•exlsts some element (1',0) ,!. J(R ), where r e R. Then

there exists a maximal ~ight ideal Ma s83', not containing

(1',0). Hence
• •(r,O)R, + MR 1:1R •

So (r,0)(r1,n1) + (O,1) e~, tor sane 1'1 e R, ~ ea..

Hence (1':1) e Ka' where 1'''1:11'1'1+ nil' E R.

Let CS be the rlcht quasl-inverse of 1'.' that ls



Then (r:1 }(a,1) = (0,1) e lin.
This 1s a contradiction and so R < J(R·) •

•Noa suppose R < J(R). Then there exists
•(r,n) Cl J(R) with n .p. O. \"leshow that there 1s a maximal

r1ght 1dea1 not containing (r,n).
Let p be any prim~ not dividinc~. Then (R,p2)

i8 a maximal r1ght ideal which clearly does not contain,

•(r,n). lIenee R = J(R ) and the proof 1a complete.
I ,

We can now define the class 01' BrOUpS ~ •

2.3 Definition of'the class'R!
Let R be a (not necessarily commutative) ring

w1 th Cl 1. Let J be the Jacobson radical 01' R. SUl'Pose
I is aIl3' t\1o-s1ded ideal o-rR that is contained ln J.
Let n be any 11nearly ordered set and let V be the tree
module over R with basis TA' for A e n.

Define non-singular llnear maps V -- ....'~>V as

to11ows.
For 6IJY A,J.I.e n, \"11th A < p., and tor any r e R

def'1ne

~J4(r) I vA

\.Il(r) I Ty _....,> TV J V ~ A.

> TA + "Il •

Since \.J4(r) ls a linear map,



For any a.,{3e n wIth a.> i3 and tor any a e I
define

S1nce.ra.{3(a) is a lInear cap,

ra.{3(a)I eTa.-> eva. + eaT~ , where s e R.

It is easy to see that the map ~~(r) has inverse
t~~(-r), tor ~ < ~ and r e R. The map ra.{3(a)has Inverse
ra.~(-a) tor a.> (3 and a e I.

We now prove

2.3.1 ~emma ra,a.(a)has an Inverse ra.a.(b),tor all
a. e fl, a e I, where bel.

Proot ra.o.(a) , Ta.-~> Ta. + avO. 1:1 (1 + a)To..
We must t1nd 1+b so that

(1 + b)(1 + a) :: 1 ,

where bEl.
The element a has a lett quasi-inverse b, by 2.2.4,

sInce a e J. Then
(1 + b)(1 + a) = 1 + a + b + ba 1:1 1.

But b = -a -ba e I, since a is in the two-sIded ideal I.
N~l a has a riibt quasI-Inverse, by 2.2.4, and

this must also be b.
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lIenee ra.a,(b) is the inverse of ra.a,(a).

NO'v we have shownthat the maps

( ~~(r) I l < ~, l,~ e n, r e R J

and ( ro.~(a) s a... (3 , a.,f3e a, a e I I

all have inverses so we can detine tK(nIRII) to be the group

of mapsV -~> V generated by

It will sometimesbe convenient to think of the

elements at~(n:RtI) as matrices whose rows and columns

are indexed by n, that is nxn matrices.

Vie nowdetine Gubgroupsot ~(nIRII) as tollows.

Let Ii be an ideal or R contained in I. FromnO\fon VIe

shall mean "two-sided ideal" when wewrite "ideal".

Detine .N'(nIRII1) to be the group of mapsV -> V

generated by

( ~~(a1),ra.(3(a1) I l,~,a.,~ e n, ~ < ~, a...(3,a1 e 111.

ClearlyN(n:RII1) <~(n:RII) and, atter.proving a usefUl

lemmaabcut 2)(2matrices, \1e shm, it i8 a normal 8Ubil'OUp.

Weshall call an element of a rini R with both a

. lett and riGht inverse, a lmU of R.
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2.3.2 Lemma Let A

be an arbitrary 2x2 matrix over the ring R. Suppose
R has a 1 and d and a - bd-1c are units of R. Then we
can decompose A in the followin way.

bd1 [ 1
1 J '_c( a-bd-1c)-1

proof The result is easily obtained by multiplying
the matrices on the right hand side of the equation.

2.3.3 Lemma Let R be any ring with a 1 and with Jacobson
radical J. Let 1,11 be two ideals such that

Then

Ii iii; ! ~J •

.N'(.n:R:I1) is normal in ~(n:R:I) ;

and in particular

Jr(n:R:I) is normal ln~(n:R:I).

£oot If I ie a ideal or {, the1

1~\' i ~
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M'(.O : i\ : 1
1
) :: C I I 'i(\:I :" ) ,

hence ..N'(I1:i.i:I,) Ls n r"al ii11(r-l:R:I).
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2.3.4 LePP'P@. Let R be a ri11,iwith a 1 and let Ii and 12

be t\70 ideals, 12 be1ng contained 1n the Jacobson radical

J of the ring R. Let A be an nxn matrix of the torm.
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A= 1+b11 812 813 ••••••• ain'

b21 1+b22 823 •••••••. "a2n.
• • ,
• •• •• •• •• ..

. . •
bn1 bn2 ••••••••••••• 1+bnn

where bij G 12, 8ij G Ii.

Then A can be wr1tten as 8 product of 8 finite
number of matr1ces of the form I + aEij, 1 < j, a e Ii'
and I + bEij, 3 < 1, b e 12•
E1j denotes the nxn'matrix with 1 in the (i,j)th pos1tion
and zeros evcr,rwherc else, while I 1s the nxn 1dent1ty
matr1x.

Proof We reduce A to an upper triaaular matrix
by mult1plying A on the right by "mat~ices Xi of the form

o o 1

1 0

o 1 o



1+b-nn

.. . . . ..,.. .......
Then ~ = 1+b11 ".

· ., a.'" 111'" 1+b- , 104.. .. 22 '... tI,

· b# ..1~
·.. .., '. • -,t .. • '. .. .. •• ...

o o ••••••0

where a1~G Ii' b1~E 12•
NC1Juse induotion on 1 decreasing. Sup:pose we can

find ~'Xn-1' •••• ,x,. w1th the required torm so that

~ •••• ~ a

ll-I)tl. 1"0'" ~

l,," .,.o..,.,~

o , .

I

- -
where a1~e Ii' bl~e 12•

NO\1define 1],-1 bY'putting

~-1,~ a -(1+bi-1,l-1)-1bl_1,j El I2, tor 1<j<1-2.

Then AXn•••• ~JS.-1 1s a matrix with zeros in the

(l-1)th rCMto n-th r~T up to the ma1n diaional, otherwise

with the same torm as the matrix ~ •••• ~.

Let X = ~ •••• ~. '!'hen AXis a matrix of the :form



-Let B =

-Then AXB=

26•

•

o

o
1 o

• # .....

,

•

o

where a13 are elements or Ii.

\"le can n0\7def'ine matrices Y1, •••• t Yn-t of'. the

form

. . ,
.......... 1.

I

1 .'.. , ..;..;."."
l' , ',81;1 ~
l' '. ;

o , .

1

o o



so that ~ij E Ii and AX!I1y2••••yn-1 a I.
This can be done in a simpler manner than the

detin1 ti on of the Xi t S above.

Clearly Xi is a product of elements 01' the form

I + bEjk, j > k, while Yi is a product of elements of

the form I + aEjk, j < k. The matr1x B 1s a product et '

matrices I + bEi1 using lemma 2.3.1. This completes

the proof of the lemma.

2.3.5 Derin! tion Let R be a ring with a 1 havina

Jacobson radical J. Wedefine the irOllPS ~ (nIR) and

H(nIR) by

'K(naR)=<~(r),ra~(a) I l<~,a>~,r eR, ae J)

JV(n:R)= <~~(a),ra~(a)I A<~,a>~, a e J).
Clearly \10 have

'<K(naR) =~(n:RIJ),

N(nIR) a Jl(nIRIJ).

No.1 every element of 'R (nIR) can be considered as

an nxn matrix dltf'er1ng tran the identlty matr1x 1n only

a :f'1n1te number of posl tions while modulo the Jacobson

radical of R ever:! matrix ls un1tr1angular. Wededuce

1mmediately from lemma 2.3.4 that ever;y nxn matrix of
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the above form can be generated by the generators of' -:K(nIR)

and so every nxn matrix of this torm can be considered

as an element et" 'K(n.R).

Let flxn 1:1 (1,2, •••• mJ and let R 1:1 h(pn. Nan p&pn

is the unique maximal ideal et" 4..pn. so that the Jacobson

radical J{1tpn) ls p2pn. Canbin1ns th~' results et" section

2.1wlth lemma 2.,.4, we have
.,. ~ .

~ (~: 1pn)';:' Sylow p-subgrouP et" GL(m,pn).

Suppose R 1:12p. Then the Jacobson radical 01' R

ls zero cnd so
'K (n.ap) ~ Tn{p),

where Tn(P) is the KcLain group defined in section 1.,3.

Bence1K{nZR)can be considered both as a generalisation

of the Sylm p-subaroup of GL{m,pn) and as a

generallsation of the McLain group Tn(P).
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§3 Generalised nilpotent properties 01' ~(n;R) Md.N(nlR}.

fle investigate the groups ~(nln) and H{nln) when

the rina R has 8 nilpotent Jacobson radical J.

3.1 !be grOUPS ~(nIR} and J.f(n:R) when J(R} is nilpotent.

~e begin b7 studying the commutators ot generators

et ~(nIRII).
3.1.1 Lemma The generators ot~(n:RII) satisty the
tollocring commutator relations, where ri e R, ai e I,
and bi is the quasi-inverse et ai. The list covers all

possibilities up to inversion.

(1) [~ (r 1), t""p (r 2)] == t,.,p (r1r 2)

(i1) [~~(r1),tpO(r2)] == 1 ,

(ii1) ~rA~(81),rlJ.p(82)]= rAP(a182) ,A~~ or p, P~.

(iv) [r~(a1),rpO(a2)]= 1 , ~~, or A , o~ or A.

(v) [r~(a1),r~~(a2)]= rA~(8182) , ~

(vi) [r~(a1),rAA(a2)] = r~(b2a1) , ~IJ.

(vii) [rAl-(ai ),rJ1~(a2)]== 1, ~~

(viii) [rAA(a1),FAA(a2)]
= rAA(b2a1-b182+b28182+b1b281+bib28182)



= r~~(a1a2a1{1-a2a1)-1)r~A(-a2a1a2(1-a1a2»rAi(-a1a2)r~~(-a2a1)
where A I- ~.

(Xi) [~~(r1),r~(a2)] = ~~(r1a2)

(xi1) [~(r1),r~A(a2)1 = ~~(b2r1)

(xi1i) [~(r1),rpO(a2)] = 1

(xiv) [~~(r1),r~A(a2)]

= ~~(r1a2r1(1-a2r1)-1)r~A(-a2r1a2(1-r1a2»rAi(-r1a2)r~~{-a2r1)1

,

A non trivial commutator can only occur when th~
inside two subscripts are equal or the two outside
subscripts are equal.

Proot All these relations can be checked by
applying the maps to the module V. Since the generators
are nxn matrices d1f:f'eri~ fran the identity in only

one pos1t1on, we can compute commutators u8i~ only

4x4 matrices.
Aa an example we prove rela tion (xiv) where

we need only 2x2 matr1ces.
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= 1+r182+r1821'182

-3.21'182

1

oo 1

Let R be a ring and ~(R) the r1ng of nxn matr1ces

over R.

Now J(Mn(R» = Kn(J(R».
For a proof 01' th1s result see [a].

Hence, it A = (a1j) ls an nxn matrix w1th aij e J(R),

In + A is invertible, tor, A e J(Yn(R».

Weuse this fact in the tollO\v1n~ lemmaswhere we

investigate the central structure ofJ{{nIR:I).

3.1.2 LemmALet R be a ring with a 1 and let I be an ideal

contained in the J8cobson radical of R. Let A be an

nxn matrix (81j) where 81j E II', tor sane inteier 1',

and let B be an nxn matrix (bij), where bij e I. Then



[ In + At In + B] = In + H ,

where H = (h1~) is an nxn matrix with hi~ E Ir+1.

Froof Let (In+A)-1 = In+C and {In+B)-1 II In+D.

Then C II (Ci~)'where C1~ e Ir, and D a (d13), where

d1~e I.
N0\7 [In+A,In+B] II (In+C)(In+D)(In+A)(In+B)

= (In+C+D+CD)(In+.A+B+AB)

But (In+A)(In+C) = In+A+C+AC II In = In+A+C+CA ,

and (I +B)(I +D) = I +B+D+BD aln a In+B+D+DB.n n n

:~= I +(A+C+CA)+(B+D+DB)+C(B+AB+DB+DA+DAB}+DA+AB+CD+DABn

= I +CX+DA+DAB+AB+CD, where X = B+AB+DA+DB+DAB.n

Now X = (X1~)'where Xi3 E I, and 80 ex II (71~)'
7i3 e Ir+1.

Similarly DA, DAB,ABand CD are nxn matrices with

coef'f'icients in Ir+1 J and so writ 1na

we haTe the required re su! t.

Wemake the follov1~ definitions.
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3.1.3 Defin!tIgn Let I be any ideal of the ring R and
define leI) to be the set of all linear maps

e I V-> V

such that there exists a finite set ~1'~2'••••, ~n en
with n

L
i=1

. (j), where a1 e I.>

for 1 .. j ..n,

e I v....--~>0 , for .....;.11'·1=1,2,••,n, ....en.

It is easy to see that the set ~(I) is a ri~
under the usual addition and composition of linear maps.

Define the set 1+t(I) to be the set·of elements
of the form

1 + x • x e t(I).
This becomes a semi-group under the multiplication

( 1 + x )( 1 + y ) a 1 + X + y + xy,

where X,Y e t(I).
If"I ..J(R), then 1+t(I) is a il'oup, for, if'

x E t(I) we can consider X as an nxn matrix over I, for
sane n. Then x e J(~(R» and 1+X is invertible.

EVery'map in the ~oup ~(nIRII) is of the form
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1+e, for e e t(R), and so

~(n:R:l) c 1 + ~(R).

Every mapin the croupN(naR:l) is ot the torm

i+e, for e e f(l), and so

.JU(ntR:l) < 1 + f(I).

In the next lemmawe show'that in fact we have

equality in this last relation.

3.1.4 ~ J.f(n:R:I) = 1 + t(I).

Progt Since M(ntRaI) < 1 + ~(I), it remains to
showthat it x e ~(I), theil1+x e.N'(n:R:I).

This is an immediate consequence of lemma2.3.4.

We are now in a position to stu~ the central

structure ot N(n:R:I).

3.1.5 2:4eomm The groupN(n:R:I) has a descendiIli

central series

••••••••

It I i8 a nilpotent ideal, then In = 0 for some

positive inteier n, where In-1 ~ o. ThenN(n:R:I) ia

a nilpotent croup of class n-1, i.f. lJlI?: 2.

Proof Let 1 = 1,2, ••••••
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NO\V 111 = (1+x I X e t(li», by lemma 3.1.4.
Consider [1+%,1+y], where x e ~(l1) and 7 e f(l).
Using lemma 3.1.2, we have

[1+x,1+Y]= 1+z, where z e t(Ii+1).
Since 1+Z e Hi+1" we have [Hi,Hi] < H1+1•

nIt I = 0, then clearly ~ = 1.

Suppo~e 'In....~ O. Then there is an element h e In-1
with h ~ 0 and

h = h1~ •••••h:n....., where hi G I. e

Thus by 3.1.1 (xi) we have

[~(hi),r~~(h2),r~(h3) ••••••,r~~(h:n.-1)]= ~(h).

But ~(h) P 1, since h /: O.

Hence N(naRaI) ia nilpotent et class n-1.

We n~7 consider rings satisf71na the descending
chain condition on left ideals, see [<al.

3.1.6 Definitign A ring R haa descending chain condition
on lett ideals (d.c.c.) 11' every descendlna series 01' lett
ideals 01' R,

becomes statlonar.y atter a t1n1te number 01' steps.
We use the tollow1~ result which 1s proved in [a].
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3.1.7 Lenpn.qIf' R is a ring with a 1 satisfying the d.c.c.

on left ideals, then the Jacobson radical J is nilpotent.

Comblni~ the.results of' 3.1.7 and 3.1.5 we have

3.1.8 Corollan Let R be a ring with a 1 satlsfylns the'

d.c.c. on left ideals and let I be any ideal contained

in the Jacobson radical of' R. ThenN(n:RII) is nilpotent.

We now Gtu~ hananor:phic !malies ~ the group ~(n:RII)

induced by homomorphismsof R.

3.1.9 LellJmA Let R and S be rings with a 1 and let I be

an ideal contained in the Jacobson radical J ~ R.

Let cp I R ) S be a homomorphismof R onto Staking

I onto L. Then

~(n:R'I) s 1(nISIL).

Eroot De:t1ne • I '41(ntRII) -, - ... 1(nIStL)

by - -cp t a > a
n

where, if' a : V~ ~ V~ + L ai~)Vli' 1C~'n, ai~)e R,
~ ~ i=1

a t V
Il ~ Til ' I1Aj, :tor 1C3cn,



then n

a I TA -~> vA + I <p(ap»vA, 1 ~ ;1~ n,
j j i=1 i

-a I Tp.

Let a, b E "R(n:RII) and suppose that both a and b

act trivially on all basis elements except vA ' ."'VA •
1 n

Let a be defined as above and let b be defined by

n

b : V" -__"'~ v, + I b(3l" • 1~;1<n, b(;1) e R.
A3 A 3 i=1 1 Ai . 1

b I vJ.L 11 ~ A, for 1 .; 3 .; n,

WenO'.' showthat ,(ab) = ,(a)i'(b) us1ll&Ithe fact

that ~ preserves sumsand products.

n n

i(ab) I v" --~ v, + L<P(b(;l»v + I<p(a(;1»v
"'j Aj 1=1 i Ai 1==1 i Ai

,(ab) a VIl --"'!» Til ' J.I. F. A, for 1'; 3 .; n.

Hence
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Hence tho result foll~TG.

,.1.10 CgrollQU' The group ~(nIRII)/..N'(nIRII) la

locally nilpotent.

Proof By lemma 3.1 .9, we have

~(n:RII)/N(ntRtI) ~~(ntR/ltO),

where 0 is the zero ideal of R/l. But any finite set

or elements of~(ntR/I'O) is contained 1n some finite

.dimensional subgroup of upper triangular matrices and so .

1s contained in a nilpotent subgroup.

Hence '.K(n.R/l to) is locally nilpotent and the

result follows.

Fran the above arcuments we see that if' R is a

ring with trivial Jacobson radical, then ~(nIR) e ..n.
It R Is a ring satisfYing the d.o.c. on lett ideals, then

~ (nIR) is an extension of' the nilpotent grOllP H(ntR)

b3' the LIl-group '«(n'R/J).

However, we can improve these results cons1d.erabl3'

and we aim to prove the :tollow1ng theorem.

3.1.11 Theorem Let I be a nilpotent ideal of' the riIl{l R.

Then~(ntRtI) e Na, the class of' Baer nilgroups.
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Proot: Flx a.,~ G 11, a. < l3, and flx r e R.

Denote N(n:R:I) by N and deflne It by

Then clearly

(N,ta8(r»
N

ls normal ln NE
N·

We noo sho\l that

.rvX/1I ls normal. in ~(nIR II )/N .

Now [tAJ.L(r1),tyO(r2)] = 1, lt p.;iy and >.JO,

= ~O(r1r2)' it ~ = y,
D t~(-r2r1)' lt A = O.

Hence KtyO(r2) = X and so NK/JI ls normal ln ~(nIRII)/.N'.

Thus (.N,ta.tl(r» ls subnormal In'R{nIRII) and to show

that Q..(nIRII) G Na, 1t ls sufflclent to show that

(J{,ta.(3(r» e Na. For, then '.K{nIRII) is generated by

subnormal Na-subzroups, glvlng '¥.(nIRII) G NNaD Na.

Werequlre the following def'ln1 tlon.

3.1.12 petlni'tlgg, We 883' that G ls an Enr.el r;rouJl of'

class~n lf', Blven x,y G G, then

[X,7,7,y, ••••,y] = 1.
t n _J

Wedenote the class at Engel groups at class~n by gn.
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To complete the proof' of theorem 3.1.11 we require

the follaJing two lemmas- the first of these being a

well kn~7.n result, see [5].
3.1.13 Lemma en n -c.a..; NO.·
,.1.14 Lemma If 1m ::a 0,; then ..N'(n:R:I) is nilpotent

ot class m-1, and (ri, ta.~(1'» 1s an Enael £:roup·of· class

3m-2.
These two lemmascomplete the proof at theorem

3.1.11, since <!I,ta.~(r» is an Engel SI'OUP of boUnded

class tlh1ch is clearly soluble, being an extension ot the

nilpotent croup N bY'the cyclic group (tlJ,1(r». The

: theorem then follows using lemma3.1.13•.

PEOot ot 3.1 .14 Dur1ngthis proof we use the

tollm11ng commutatorrelations many times.

[a,be] ::a [a,e][a,b][a,b,c],
[ab,e] ::a [a,c][a,e,b][b,e].

These are easilY' checked direotlY' by eXl'anding

the commutators.
Let Hi ::I Jl(nIRlli>, i = 1,2,••••••

Suppose 1m ::a 0, then

Jl{n:R II) :I Hi > H2 ;. ••••• ;. Hi;' ••• ;. ~ a 1 •

1s a central series tor N(n:R:I), by theorem 3.1.5.
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L7t x G Hr and let y = ta.~{r)n, where n e.N{nIRII).

We shall write ta.~{r) = ta.~unless confusion arises.
We a1m to prove [x,ta.~n,ta.~n,ta.~n]G nr+1.
NC1\V

[x,ta.pn] = [x,n][x,ta.~][x,ta.~,n],
also [x,n] e Hr+1 and [x,ta.~,n]G Hr+1-
Write (IIr+1)for modulo Hr+1- Then we have

[x,ta.~n] = [x,ta.~](Hr+1).
Nocr X = a1a2 ••••~' where ai ls a generator ot Hr. We
shall use decreasing induction on k.

[(0.1 ••• ~-1 )ak,ta.~l
= [(a1• ••~-1 ),ta.I3)[(o.1···~-1 ),ta.I3'f1t][~,ta.p].

Suppose Eit ls not rpa,(a), tor some a e J. Then
by the commutator relations of lemma 3.1_1, we see that

[~,ta.~] = c(ta.I3)'
where c(ta.~~ ls an element of ~ that commutes with ta.~.

NO.1 suppose ~ = rpa.(a), for sane a G Ir. Then
[r~a.(a),ta.l3(r),ta.~(r)lB ta.~(-2rar)(~+1).

This relation can be checked working with 2x2 matrices
as in 3.1.1, usiIli the tact that modulo Hr+1 in the group
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ls equivalent to taking the matrix entries modulo Ir+1.

Hence

[r~e(a),ta~,ta~l a c(ta~)(Hr+1)'

where fie have c(ta~) e Hr and. c(taf3) canmutes with ta.~.

Thus

[(a1···~-1 )~.ta~,ta{31 a[[(a1···~-1 ),taf3] [ak,ta.f3],ta.f3] (IIr+1 )

B [(si ••• sk-1 ), ta.f3'ta.(31([~. ta.~]' ta,(31(l~+1 ),

slnce [(a1•••~-1 ), ta.~' ta.~' [E1t. ta.(31] e Hr+1

Hence

[(~1 ••• ~-1 )~, taf3, ta(3] a [(Si··.~-1 ), ta.J3'ta.(31c(ta.(3}(~+1 ).

w~re cCta.J3) e ~ an~ commutes with tat}.

Now ua1ni (1) we see that

[x,ta.t}n,ta.{3n] a [x,ta.{3,ta(31(Hr+1)

a c( ta.J3)(Hr+1 )

=~+1

where c commutes with ta.(3 , c e l~ , ~+1 e l\.+1-

Then [x, ta{3n,ta.(3n, ta.(3n] == (~+1' ta.(3nl .

== [~+1.n][c~+1,ta.(31[chr+1·ta.(3.n]

a[ c,n] (Hr+1 )

B 1 (Hr+1).
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Ila.l suppose that x ==ta.t37•where y e.N'(.a:RII).

Not1ce that this may be taken as a general element of

<»,taV," since t~f3(r1) ==ta.{3(mr.,).

Hence [ta.I3~,ta.'l3nleJ{(n:R*I), since the derived

croup of o/,ta.l3(r» must be conta.ined inN(nIRII).

So <N,to,{3(r» is an Engel LTOUP of claGs 3m-2, where

~ = 1 •

Fran the first part of the proof of the orem 3.1 .11

we have,

3.1.15 Copollar;; ~(ntR)/J/(nsR) e ilia for any linearly

ordered set n.

Combining theorem 3.1 .11, with lemma3.1.7. we have

3.1.1 G Corollm I~t R be a r1ng w1th a 1 satisfying

the d.c.c. on lett ideals. Then ~(n:R) e ~a. In
particular, it R is a finite ring with a 1, then

.~(n:R) e ,.a.

3.2 '-K(n:R)gndJr(n'Rl when J(R) ia 12sal~y nilpotent.

b.'ve17locally nilpotent ring 1s radical 80, ~1ven
a locally nilpotent ring J, we can embed it in a. rlIli R
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with a 1 so that J:: J(R).

3.2.1 Theorem Let J be a locally nilpotent ri~ embedded
in a rina R with a 1. using the construction 01" 2.2.6.
Then, for any linearly ordered set n, ~(nIR) e ",,'0..

Proot Let T be a f'inite set of'elements of'Q(nIR)-.
Now every generator of'~(nIR) involves only a single
element of'the ring R. Thus every element of'~(nIR),
being expressible as the product of'a tinite number of'
cenerators, can involve only a finite number 01" elements
01" R. The finite set T can only involve a :fin!te set
01" elements 01" R and we denote this set by S. Then

where A is a finite set.
Let X be the subriIlJ!generated by

Then X is nilpotent, being a fin! tely aenerated subrini
01" a locally nilpotent ring.

Let I be the subring generated by

~Since X Is a nilpotent two-sided ideal 01" I, XC J(l).
:t

We show that X = J(l).
Suppose (z,n) e J(l), where n ~ O. Choose a prime

p which does not divide n,



Define

Ip 1:1 Ral(Xi'O),(o,p) I ~ e AJ

Then Ipi8 a maximal ideal of I which docs not contain

(x,n). Hence n 1:1 ° and (x,O) e X.
N0\1 T .. ~(nII).But, I has a n1lpotent Jacobson

radical and BO npplyi112 theorem 3.1.11 we have

~(nII) e -a.
Hence ~(naR) E Lf'lQ.

But ~a"Ln implies LNa.<LL.11 = Ln.
Hence '4( (mn) E L'n.

VIe na.T stuCQrthe structure of N(nSR) more closely

and. to do this we introduce the followi~ notation.

,.2.2 Detinition Let a E J and l,J.I. E n, Define

~(a) 1:1 rlp.(a) it l. ;. J.I..

~(a) 1:1 ~(a) if l < ~.

Viesee that N(nIR) a <~(a) I ~,J.I. e n, a E J).

Now BU1?POSe that J is a canmutative locally

p11potent ring embedded in R by the construction ot
2.2.6. It £'0110\'18 immediately fran 3.2.1 that

N (nIR) e Ll1. The tact that R is n0\1 canmutative enables
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us to eive a atronger result.

3.2.3 Theorem Let R be a rlng wlth a 1 havlns a

commutative local17 nl1potent radical J. Th~n.for any
linear17 ordered set n, .N'(nIR) e ~<l.

Proof' We sho'., that every generator of JJ(nIR)

is subnormal b7 showing that

N(nIR) = HO ;. Hi > ••••• ;. ~ ;. •••• ;. <~~(a»
is a series of subgroups from .N(nIR) to the C7cllc

group cenerated b7 ~~(a).

Define

ror n = 1,2,3, •••
Ncwr a e J, so am = 0, for sane m, slnce J ls local17

mnilpotent. Thus a J = O.
Hence ~ = <~~(a», ~ to canplete the proof

that <~ (a» ls subnormal inN(nIR), it ls sufficient
J.1 .

to Shcr.1 that ~ ls normal in ~-1.

Let ~ be a ~enerator of ~' and let ~-1 be a

generator of IIn-1. We must show that

~~~-1 e l~.

Suppose 11n = npo(Xn.)' where Xn. e anJ~



Then ~~npo(:sn)~-1 e: lIn' by lemma2.3.3.

It ~ and ~-1 are both equal to ~IJ. (a) they clearly

commttte.

Su:ppose h:n:l ~(a) and. ~-1 :I npo(Xn-1)' where

Xn-1 e an-1J•

It toll~1s tram lemma3.1.1, using the tact that J is

commutative, that

[~(a),npO(~-1)] e ~.

Hence eveI7 generator of N(n:R) is subnormal and so

.N(n:R) e ~a.

Vie recall that the class ttA is the class 01' all

£rOUp8 having an invariant ascending series with Abelian

factors. We prove that N(nIR) e 'tA when the Jacobson

radical ~ R is a commutative local1y n1l:potent riIlB.

3.2.4 Theorem Let R be a rins with a 1 having a

commutative locally nil:potent radical J. Then tor any

linearly ordered set n, Jl(nIR) e ~A.

Proot Weconstruct an ascending series of ideals

(J~ I ~e AJ,
in· the f"ollooing way.

Det1ne J0 = O.

Su:ppose Jl is already defined. Choose, if" possIble,
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a e J wi th a ~ J)..

Then a + JA generates an ideal of J/JA which is

of. the form

(ax + J). • X G Jl.
This is a nilpotent ideal, since a is nilpotent and

J is commutative.

Hence
(ax + J'A. I X e JJm == J'A. • for someintezer m.

, , ,

= J it m = 1.

For 11m!t ordinals p define

Jp ::2 U J)..A<p
The ascending series of ideals IJA I Aaa] has

the prO!?er-q that (J)'+1)2< JA• by their construction.

Corresponding to this chain er ideals we have a cham

o~ normal subgroups

(N(naR:J'A.) I Aa AJ.
NowN(nIRIJ)'~1 )/N(nIRIJ).) ea, s1nce (JA+1)2 .; JA•

usina lemma3.1.2.
The series

1s therefore an ascending series with a-factors, and so



Wevrove a result that ia a consequence or 3.1.5.

3.3.1 Theorem Let R be a r1ng w1th a 1, and let the

Jacobson radical J of R satisry n Jl = O. Then for
1<0)

a.ny linearly ordered set n, JV{nIR) e ~n,the class

of residually nilpotent ar~s •
....

Proo( By theorem 3.1.5 we have a descending

central series for H(n:n) £::ivenby

.' .

N(nIR) = Hi > H2 > ••••• > nn > ••••• ,

where Hn = JI(nIR I~).

To show that J/(nIR) e ~n1t is sufticient to

shoT that n Hi = 1.i<(1)
Let hen Hi. Then h can be considered as ani<(O

nxn matrix ot the torm I + H, where I 1s the nxn identity.

But since h e H1, then the entries of H must be in Ji•

The cond1tion n Ji = 0 2ives' H = O.
i<CJl

Thus h = 1 . and so n Hi = 1 as required.
l<CJl
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We recall that the class ~~ consists o~ croups
aencrated by their descendant Abelian subiroups.

Let G be a croup with El. subgroup H, and let n be
well

an inversely~ordered set. Let the inverse orderina
to n be ~, where 'A. is an ordinal.

We say that

is a descending series o~ type A ~ram G to H if

Ap:l n A ,
o<p 0

for limit ordinals p.

We write G ~ H.

We prove the following result.

3.3.2 The ores Let R be a riIl£twith a 1 haviD.4ta
commutative Jacobson radical J satisfYing n Jl = 0,

1<(1)

and let n be any linearly ordered set. Then ever,y
~nerator ~ (i) o~ J(n:R) satisfies

N(n.R) t>"' <~Il(i»,
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and so J(n:R) e N a.
Proof Let "-,p. be fixed elements ot n and i fixed

in J. ~e shaN that there is a descending series

H(nIR} = Hi ;. H2 > ••• ;. Hn;' ••• ;. H >(~(8»,
where un = <~(a),n«~(r) I n,~ e n, a e J, r e J~
tor n = 1,2, •••••

We sh~1 firstly that it

-then U = H.- -Clearly H < H, since H < Un tor all inteiers n.

Le,t h e H •. Then it h ~ ~J.L (a), tor some a e J, there
must exist a.,f3 e n with

h , v,.--~> v .+ o"v + •••• a finite number"" a. f3
of'terms not involvl~ va. or Vf3'

tor some a-e J, a'p 0, where either a. ~ "- or ~ p ~.
Then a-e ~, for some greatest n, since a-~ 0, and
i.n J = O.

i<CIJ
But a-¢ ~+1 implies that h ~ ~+1 ' f'or, suppose

Or I: "-. The only 2enerators in h which act non-trivially
on the basis clement v,. are those ot the term n (a)

Ut a.y
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A similar ar~ent

holds if (3 ~ J.L. Thus h I: ~Jl(a), tor some a e J, and

so h e li.
To shO\1 we have a series we must show that

lti+1 is normal in Hi and <~(a» ls normal in H.

Let bt+1 be a generator of Hi+1 and hi a cenerator

Conslder h~. hi+1 hi·.
It hi ls or the torm na(3(r) tor r e Jl+1, then

h~ hi+1hi e Hi+1 by 3.1.2.
Suppose h1+1 = ~~(a), tor some a e J.
Then it hl = ~Jl(a·) we have

-1
h1 hi+1 hi a hI+1•

This is true even it ~ = Il, slnee J ia commutative.

Now sUl?Pose hi+1 1:1 ~Jl(a) tor aane a e J and hi Cl na(3(r)
itor I' e J. Then

[hi+1,h11e Hi+1, usins lemma3.1.2.

Then in all cases h~ hi+1 hi e Hi+1J so H1+1 is

normal in Hi.

Clearly <~(a» .. H, and since J is commutatIve,

. H is Abelian.

Thus <~(a» is normal 1n H and the proot 1s

canp1ete.



A large class of commutat1ver1nes R sat1sty the

cond1t1on n Ji = 0, e.c. all Noether1an rings.
i<O)

3.'.3 Ref1n1tign We say that a commutative rini 1s

Noether1an 11'R has a 1 and every 1deal I ot R conta1ns

a finite set 01' elements a1,82, ••• ,an so that

We state w1thout proot the Krull 1ntersect1on

theorem on noether1an r1ngs, see ['0].

3.'.4 Theorem [Krull] Let I be an ideal of a Noetherian

riIlH R. Then an element x of R belongs to n Ii if and
i<oo

onJ.y it x = ax tor at least one a e I.

This cives an immediate corollary to theorem 3.3.2.
3.3.5 9oro1lau Let R be a Noetherian rina and let n
be any linearly ordered set. Then J/(n:R) G ~ a..

Eroot It is suffic1ent to show that a noetherian

ring R has a radical J satistyina n Ji = o.1<CJ)
Us1ng 3.3.4 we have

X e n Ji implies that X:l ax tor some a e J.
i<oo

Then x(1 - a) :I O. But 1 - a is a unit 80 x 1:1 O.
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§4 The classes 1K IN and.H •

4.1 Some subgroups ot: the group ~(nIR).

Let R be a ring with a 1 and let J be the Jacobson

radical of R. We have defined the Ilroup"R(nIR) and its

subgroup .H(flIR). we nowdefine fUrther subgroups of the

group ~(nIR).

4.1.1 PefinitiqQ Let ~(ntR), ~(nIR), ~(nIR) be the

subgroups of '.R(nIR) def1ned by

~ (nIR) .-=(na.~(a) I a..~ e fl, a. ~ ~. a e J)

For a f1xed A e n,
,.

~A(nIR) -=<~A(a) I a e J) .
+(nIR) :I (na.a.(a) I a. e n, a e J).

Suppose J 1s a radical ri%lt.:. Then 1 + J forms

a multiplicative group.

Let G be a ;roup w1th a set of subgroups ~ for

AeA. Wesay that G is the g1reqt Drgduct ot the

.subgroups ~ it
..

(a) the elements of an7 two distinct subgroups

~ are permutable;

(b) every element 1= 1 01' G has a unique

re;presentation (apart from the order of the factors) as
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a product of a fin1 te number of elements /: 1 chosen

~ trom each of the subcroups ~.

We \11'i te G = Dr ~.AeA

4(~(n:R) ~ 1 + J.

4(nIR) = Dr K,., (nIR).len
• > " ErQQt fie notice that every element or ~ (nIR) is

(1)
(11)

El generator.

, : «-,.(nIR) --.,.> 1 + J

cp: ~A(a) -~> 1 + a.
Clearly cp Is one to one and onto. VIe shaw that cp Is a

homomorphism 1-

= 1+a1~2+a1 82

= (1+a1 ) (1+82)

= '(~A(a1»·cp(~A(a2»·
We n()i.l have an Isomorphism cp from '«,.,(nIR)to

1 + J and so

~l(nIR) s 1 + J.

(11) To Gh~T that ~(nIR)= Dr~(nIR)we checklen
conditions (a) and (b) at the definition ot direct
product civen above.



Na-T(9.) ls clear. For, ~A(a1) and ~p.(a2) canmute

when ). F. p..
S~pose k e K(n:R). Then

We can assume a1 I- 0 and ).1 1:).3 tor i .p. j.
To sho.:1 that an exPression et the type glven tor

k ls unique 1t ls sufflcient to shalTthat arJ:S' expresslon

ot this type is non-trivial, since inverses have the

same torm.
But we can consider k as a dlaaonal rxr matrix

with entries 1+81,1+a2, ••• ,1+ar. Nmf this ls

tr1vial it and onl7 lt 8i = 0, 1 < 1< r; and th1s

18 not the case.

Hence K(n:R) = Dr~(n:R).
)'e:U

Notice that combin1~ (i) and (11) ln lemma 4.1.2
£tives (nra) lsomorphic to the direct product ot

n copies or 1 + J. where J is the Jacobson radical

ot R.
We now study the relations between the various

SUbgroupset ~(nIR) that we have defined.



4.1.3 Theorem Let R be a r1%l1:w1 th a 1 and let n be
any l1nearly ordered set. Then the subgroups of the

~roup~(n:R) def1ned in 4.1.1 sat1sf1 the foll~Y1na
inclusion diaaram. The double lines 1ndicate normal1ty.

The foll~v1ng properties hold·
(1) ~(nIR)/J\f(nIR) e Na.

(i1) k(n.R)K(nIR) == ..N'(n.R)

(ii1) If the Jacobson radical J ot R is commutative
then ~(n:R) is Abelian.

Proet That l< (nIR) is normal in .N'(n.R) follows



uslne the commutator relatlons ot 3.1.1.
Now(1) le corollary 3.1.15, and (il) tollows trivially

f'rom the defln1 tions.

To prove (111), let J be commutatlve. Then 1 + J ls

an Abelian group. Thus K(naR) ls Abelian, belng the

direct product ot 1nl co.ples ot 1 + J by 4.1.2 (11).

4.1.4 petlnlt1gn Let ~ be the class ot groups detined

by.-

G G ~ it and only if G ~ ~(nIR), tor sane linearly

ordered set n and sane rlng R.

Let .N' be the elas!) ot groups defined bYI-

a G N lt and only if a ::tJl(nIR). tor sane linearly

. ordered set n and sane rina R.

Let 1:( be the class ot £1'oupsdefined bYI-

G G J:l it and only it a ~ Ji. (nIR), tor sane linearly

ordered set n and somering n.

Let 'Y- denote the class ot tin1 te groups. Then

we have

(l)~n}<n

(il).No '}< n
(ili)#n~< n

So all fin1 te Q.JJ' , !{-~oups are n1lpoten t.



Proof Let G ='R(n,R) elRn~.
•. ~ ~Then the ring Jl must be tini te or G has intiAtely

many distlnct generators. Any tinite ri~ must have
the d.c.c. and 80 J, the Jacobson radical of R, must

J

be nilpotent by lemma 3.1.7.

Then by theorem 3.1.11, GENa and so G is nilpotent
since any tinite group aenerated b~ lts subnormal Abelian
subgroups i8 n1lpotent.

IIence GEn.

(11) Let G e.Nn)-, so G = ..N'(nIR).

Then the ring jt'J"mustbe tini te and so jt1haS the d.c.c.
Hence G ETI, as ln (i).

(ili) It 1nl ~ 1 ~(n'R)ls tinite it and only it
j{(n:R) ls tinite, while J\(n,R) is trivial it ln] = 1.
Hence ..N'nl ~n. aives 1=J. n '}~ n.

First we consider the Abelian simple groups in the
class t4{ •

4.2.1 petia1tion Let nn denote the linearly ordered set
with n elements and let these elements be 1,2, •••,n.

We recall that Zn denotes the ring ot integersp
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nmodulo p , where p is a prime.

4.2.2 Lemma The class i<. contains all cyclic groups

of prime order and the infinite cyclic roups.

~rogt' It 1s a straightfo~vard matter to check

that

r.K (.0'2: 7'p) ~ Cp' the cyc11c group of order p, and

~(n2:~) - C , the infinite cyclic group.

This lerrunashows that'R contains all Abelian

simple groups. #ie liftS,! that tilla emlGaa'a the uiMp!te

4.2.3 Le ,a 1«n:~) 10 not a en-JIb liau t3im3)le,-,roup

if 1nl ill 2.

propt Let G be a sim]!le non-Abelian ~-group, ifw~, til
such exist, !.Pfien G == 1\(D.:R)for some linearly ordered

'lI./~ 2
set D.Jand some ring R. But'R(n:R) has a normal

subgroup ,N(n.:R) so suppose ~(n:R) = N(nZR). Since

R contains a 1 this shows that J, the Jacobson radical

of R, must contain 1. This is impossible. Suppose

that JV(n:R) = 1. Then J = 0, and by corollary 3.1.15

Vie have



Hence~{nIR) cannot be simple for a simple

non-Abelian group can have no subnormal Abelian subgroups.

WeShO\7 now that the class J.l also contains all

Abelian simple ~roups. Weprove a more general result

than this in the next lemma.

4.2.4 ;yemmg Let p be an odd prime. Then the class N

contains all cyclic groups et p-power order, and also

the cyclic group ot order two.

Pr09~ It is easy to see that

Let p be an odd prime. Wesha,"1that

.N(n11 lpn) ~ 1 + J, where J is the Jacobson radical

ot ;n. The rint: 4pn has a unique maximal ideal p~n

and so J = p4pn.

To complete the proof, it Is sufficient to show

that i1" x e ~n, then

(1 + px) = (1 + p)m, for some inte~er m.

This eives

.N(n1 : i,n) S 1 + plpn = (1 + p> ~ Cpn-1.
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Now

(1'+ :p)x :: 1 + px + a1p2 + 8iP3

(1 + p)-a1P = 1 - a1P2 + b1P3 + •••••••
+ •••••

Whence
(1+P)x-a1P = 1 + px + c1P3 + c2P4+ •••

We have found an intege,r x-a1p which eliminates
the term in p2 in the expansion of (1+P)X-81P, iivina
1 + px as the first two terms.

Now use induction. Suppose we can find integers
so that

(1+P)x+x1+x2+· 1I.-t,xi 1 px+d pl+2 d_u1+3 (d n)= + 1 + ~ +•••• mo P

t -d Pl+1Le x1+1:: 1 •
Then

(1~P)x+x1+X2+···+xi+xl+1 1 ¥ pl+3 (d n),.. :: +PA+e1 +•••• mo p

Since all the series are finite, we can find some
exponent m so that

(1 + p)m :: i + px.

We leave the following question open.

Do non-Abelian simple N-croups exist?



Ue now investi~ate the class ~ for simple groupe

and find the O1'1'os1te s1tuation to that in the class '+t.
There are no Abe11an simple Jc{-~roups,but non-Abelian

simple 1<-croups do exist.

4.2.5 Lemm~ The class ~ contains no non-trivial simple

Abelian croups.

Proof Let U(nIR) be a nan-trivial Abelian simple

croup. Then t{(nIR);;;Cl' for some prime p.

Nm1 n must contain at least two elements, since

j;{ (n1 :R) is trivial for all rings ~.

lIence }:t(n2:R) C; J1(n:R) and so we have

Jf(n2IR) ;:: Cp'

But ~(n2:R) contains nan-trivial generators n12(r) and

n21(r). Clearlyn12(r) cannot be a p~3er ot ~1(r).
since

lIoy/ever in a cyclic 2roup of prime order, ever~ element

/: 1 generates the group.

This contrad1ction com~letes the proof.

Before we prove the existence ot non-Abelian simple

#-fII'OUPS we require several lemmas and de:f'initions.
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4.2.6 Definition Let R be a ring. We define the left-
annihilatot of R to be the subset of elements of R denoted
by an.n.r,R where

a G ~R if and only if ar =0 for all r G R.
We define the right annihilator of R to be the suboet

of elements a G R with

ra = 0, for all r e R.

We denote this subset by annaR.
It can easily be checked that ~R and BnIl:RRare both..two-sided ideals of the ring R.

4.2.7 Lemma Let A and Dbe nxn and nxm matrices over
a ring J, respectively, and let C and D be mxn and mxm
matrices over J. Suppose J is a subrin~ of some rin~
R with a 1 and the left annihilator of J is trivial.
Then the (n+m+1)~(n+m+1) matrix

x = 1 + A \ 0 B
..-_--- i - __! ------ .

o i 1 i 0
: !

.. - --~- -_ .. -- -! _ _ _ ••. !

c o . j 1 + D
!

commutes with all matrices of the form



~or all. i with 1 ~ 1~n+m+1, i F. n+1
it and only if A = B = C = D =0.

and for all r e J,

Proof I~ A = B = C = D = 0, then X is the
(n+m+1)x{n+m+1) identity matrix, and so all (n+m+1)x(n+m+1)
matrices commute with it.

Let A = (a1j)nxn' B = (b1j)nxm' C a (C1j)mxn '

D = (dl~)mxm.
Then if 1 + A o B

commutes with

1+A 0: B
tt ••• f •• : ... II ,!••.••••••

.?.... ~.~.. L ... ?~... :

C ~ 0 i 1+D. .

we have

: r:'
I ; • : 0: . .

: 0 :................... _ ..-." ... .
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.
o ~ B

~- - --. - . ---
o i 1 0

• i.-._-- f ---;-----..-.
e
I··

,C 0 1+D:-
lIence s1ir = 0, 1 ca 1 ..n,

c11r = 0, 1 ca 1 cam,

and these equations must hold for all r e J. So

a11 e an:nI,J, 1 ca1 ..;n,
c11 e ~J, 1 ca i cam.

c But the lett annihilator ot J is trivial and so

1 ..;1can,

c11 = 0,
Similarly, the condition for X to commute with

1 ca 1 .;m.

iives 1 .; 1 .; n,

1 .; 1< m.C12 = 0,

When we have used the cond1 tions that X commutes
with



and. all r e J we obtain A = 0 and C :::I O.

An identical method will yield B = 0 and D = 0

using the conditions that

commutes with X, for n+2 < 1 < n+m+1 and for all r e J.
We thus obtain A = B = C = D = 0 as required.

4.2.8 LQ.mm.q Let R be a ring with a 1 and let J be the
Jacobson radical of R. Su:r:'lPosethat the left and right
annihilators 01' J are tr1v1al. If n 1s an 1nf1nite set,
then every normal subgroup H F 1 of :Pi(nIR) conta1ns a

cenerator p. 1 of #(n:R).

Proof Let h be a non-tr1vial element of H. Then

where ~1 '~1 e n, and ai e J with s1 p. 0, 1 < 1 < k.
Let f3 e n w1th 13 I: Ai' ~i' for 1 ~ 1< k. Thls ls

always posslble since n ls an infin1te set.
HCAT consider

-and some a e J.
Using the commutator relat10n

[h,~ l3{i)], for some j, 1 < j < k,
j

[ab,c] = [a,c][a,c,b][b,c],
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we obtain, for some I ~ (1,2,••••,k),

To see ~lis we use induction on k. Suppose the result
-holds for elements h that are products of k-1 ~enerators •.

Let h = ~ ~ (a1)h1 1

Then [h,~ ~(B)]
j

= [~ JL (Bi ),~ f3(a)][~ JL (ai )'I).L f3(B),li][ii,I)J,~(a)]
11 j 11 j j

Now [~It (a1),nu ,,(a)] III 1 if J.L1 P J.Lj
1 ""'1 ""'j

~ ~ ,,(aiB) if ~i III ~j
1

In either case the result foll~vs by the induction
hypothesis •

.We na3 use lemma 4.2.7. For, considering h as the
matrix X of thi8 lemma, this shaas that we can find a j,
wi th 1 ~ j ~k, and some a e J so that

Notice that the ~if3(ii)t8 c~~ute with each other, since
(3 ~ Pi for 1e I, the p' e beiIll: a s(i'uset --ef tRe )cIs.



Choose a. e n with a. ,l ~i' 1 G I and a. ,l 13.

Wemay assume that ~i ,l ~3 tor i ,l j. ~et a· be the sum

,ot those ai where ~i = )t1. Then for b e J we have

[I\,.. (b), TIn.... (a)] .. n ,,(ba '),~ ieI ~iP 1 ap

We~ assume that a';!. 0, since 1TI~fl(:1) ;!. 1.

But ba· =a ,l 0, tor some b e J, since the richt

annihilator ot J is trivial.

Hence na~(a) eH,' tor a ,l 0, and 80 H contains

a generator ot }f(nIR}.

Werequire a result on simple rings.

4.2.9 DefInition Wes~ that the ring R is simple it

R has only two ideals and R2 ,I. O.

4.2.10 Lemma.Let J be a simple rillB and let a be any

non-zero element ot J. Then JaJ:II J.

proof' JaJ is a two-sided ideal ot J BO it is

suf'ticient to shmv

JaJ ,I. o.

SUl?I>oseJaJ = O. Then aJ and Ja are two-sided

ideals ot J. For,

J(aJ) = 0 < aJ,



(aJ)J = aJ2 < aJ;

and (Ja}J = 0 < Ja,
J(Ja) 2 .= J a < Ja.

Hence Ja = J or 0, and aJ::: J or 0.·
2If Ja = J, then 0 = JaJ :::(Ja)J :::J •

If aJ :::J, then 0 ::: ~aJ ::: J(aJ) = J2•

But J2 ~ 0 since J is simple, so we have

Ja = 0 = aJ.

NCJN (a)+ • the addi tive subgroup ot J llenerated
by a, ls a two-sided ideal of J which Is non-zero since
it contains a.

lIenee (0.>+::: J. But Ja::: 0 and so
This gives J2::: 0, which ls a contradiction.

2a ::: O.

We no\Tprove the main result on simple ~-groups.
4.2.11 Theorem Let R be a rin~ Vllth a 1 with Jacobson
radlcal J and let n be an Infinite linearly ordered set.
Then ~(n:R)Is simple it and only if J Is a simple ring.

Froar Suppose J is a simple r1~. Then since
the left and rlght annihilators of J are two-sided Ideals
they must be trivial. The conditions of lemma 4.2.8 are
satisfied. So 1f H is a normal non-trivial subgroup



of H(n:R), then

na~(a) e H, for a,~ e n, a p ~, 0 ~ a e J.

Let p,a be arb1trary elements ot n,w1th p I: 0, and

let x be an arbitrary element of J. Vieshow that

npa(x) e H.

Choose A, J.I. e n w1th A 1= a, ~fP, 0, and J.L 1= Or, (3, p, 0, A •

This 1s always possible since n is an infinite set.

'We show that

~J.L(X) e H.
Since JaJ = J, by lemma4.2.10,

n

L 811 8 821 .. x, for acme
i=1

Then n

lU [~" (811)·n"Il(8).~,,(821)] " ~ (x) .• amce

l. and p. are both distinct from Or and ~•

. But na.fl(a) e H which is a normal subgroup of j:( (rna), BO

~p.(x} e H.
But p,o e n with p and 0 distinct from a. and fl so by the

same nrcumcnt
%lpo(x) e H.

Thus II contains all the generators ot W(nIR) and we have

H = ~(nIR)
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Sh~11ng that ~(n:R) Is simple.
NaJ suppose M(n:R) is a simple group. We show

that J isa simple ring. If J has an Ideal I < J with
I ~ 0, then the normal closure of the sub~roup

<~~(a) t A,~ e n, A ~ ~, ae I>
is a proper non-trivial normal subaroup of j:t(n:R). lIenee
J has only two ideals. Also ~ ~ 0. For, if J2 = 0, then
(naR) is Abelian.

But i::( contains no Abelian siID.!>legroups by lemma
4.2.5 and so J is a simple ring.

To show that the class jlf contains non-Abelian
siIIlJ}legI'OUIlS it is sufficient to show that a simple
radical rins.:ensts. Suppose J is a sinl];)leradical ring.
Embed J in a ring Rwith a 1 usina the construction of
lemma 2.2.6. Then ~(n:R) is a simple non-Abelian group,
provided n is an infinite set, using theorem 4.2.11.

For a proof of the existence ot Simple radical
rings see [Ill. In ~6 we look at an example of a simple
.if-croup, see 6.4.
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§5 7!-grOUPS that are Z-groups.

5.1 ~calar logal rings

5.1.1 Def'lnt;tion Wecall a rlng R wlth a 1 a local rt;ng

11'R has a unique maxlmal rl~ht Ideal I satisfylng

n Ii ;:& o.
i<(I)

Since I is the unique maximalright ideal of' R

then I = J, the Jacobson radical of'R, and sol is also

. the maximal two-sided ideal. We showtha.tI is also the

unique maximalleft ideal of R.

5~1.2 LemmaLet R be a rlng wlth a 1 and Jacobson

radical J. Then the following are equlvalenta-

(1) R/J is a divislon ring)

(il) R has a unique maximalright ideal;

(11i) fer every r e R, either r or 1-r is a unlt.

Proof' (i) implies (ii) R/J has no prO]?er

rlght ideals, so J is the unique maximalright ideal

of R.

(11) ImRlles (111) Let r ~ I, the unique

maximalrlght Ideal of R, then rR = R.

Hence rx = 1, tor some X e R. Now x ~ I. For,

If' x e I, then rx e I, since I Is a two-sided Ideal.
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Then 1 e I, whlch is a contradiction.
Hence x ~ I and so xR:: R. Then 'XY:: 1, for acme :/ e R,

C1vlng rx:J:: y.
This sh~vs that r:: y, so xr:: 1, which shows that
r is a un1t.

Nocr if r e It 1-r ~ I, otherwise 1 e I.
Thus if r,f. I, r is a unit and if reI, 1-r 1s a unit.

'lil) implles (i) Suppose that R/J ls not a

dlvlsion ring. Then tor eome r e R, r+J ls not a unit
of R/J.

Clearly r is not a unit of R, BO suppose that r
has no ri&ht inverse. Then rs has no right lnverse tor
all B e R. For, it

(rs)x:: 1, then r(sx):: 1,

which 10 a contradiction.
If r ¢ J, then there exists a maximal right ideal

11with r ~ M. lIence
rR + M :: R,

s0 that rs + m ::1, tor some s eR, some m eM.
But i-rs is a un1t, by (ill). Thus m is a unit, which is
a eontradlctlo:l.

lIenee r e J.
Similarly it r has no left inverse then r e J.

Hence if r + J is not a unlt in R/J, then
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r + J = J, the zero of R/J.
This ShO'.TSthat all non-zero elecents or R/J are

un1ts and so R/J is a division ring.

5.1.3 Corollarl It R has a unique maximal ri~ht ideal,
then this ideal is the unique maximal. left ideal. of R.

Proof It R has a uni que maximal right ideal I,
then RII is a division ring. But lemma 5.1.2 is clearly
true if \"lereplace "right ideal" by "lett ideal". Then
RII is a division rina implies that I is the unique
maximal left ideal 01' R.

We shall be interested in the case where this
maximal ideal is Generated by one element. both as a ri&ht
and lett ideal.

5.1.4 Definition We call a rina R a scalar local ring
it R is a local rin~ with unique maximal right ideal I
generated by a single element x p 0, both as a riiht
ideal and as a left ideal.

5.1.5 Lemma Let R be a scalar local rinc with unique
maximal right ideal I generated by x. If J is the Jacobson
radical of R, and it 10 P 0 is an:! two-sided ideal et R,
then 10 = In, fer same intecer n > O.

Pro¢: J is the unique maximal t\'lo-sidedideal of
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R, so, if'IO < R, 10 must be contained in J.
Since R ls a local ring n Jl = 0 and so we can

1<0)
find an integer n so that

10 < ~ but 10 ~ ~+1.
There ls an element a e 10 with a E tn but a ¢~+1. Slnce
a E In, then a = A, for some U E R. But since a ¢. In+1,
u ¢. J, and so u is a unit.

Hence (xn) < (a) < 10, where (a) denotes the
two-sided ideal cenerated by a.

nut ~ = (xn). and so tn < la.
But 10 ' ~ and so 10 = ~, for some inteuer n ;. 1.

We no~ e1ve conditions for a scalar local ring to
have zero divisors.

5.1.6 Le~~a Let R be a scalar local ring with non-triv1al
Jacobson radical. Then R has zero divisors lf and only
if the Jaccbson radical J of R ls n1lpotent. It R has
zero radical, then n has no zero divisors.

Preor Suppose J = O. Then since R/J ls a dIvIsion
rlna by lemma 5.1.2, R can have no zero divisors.

Suppose nO\fthat J F. O. Let a,b E R with ab = 0,
and a ~ O. Since a P 0, either a ~ J er there exists
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an integer n ~ 1 with
ae~and a~~+1.

In either case
a = xDu

where u is a unit and n ~ o.
In the same way

b 1:1 ~#.
where m > 0 and u' ls elther a unit or zero.
Then

ab = xnux~#.

By definition we have
~ 1:1 xmu#: where u 1s a unit.

We show that u·· is a unit. It ls suffic1ent to Sh~1

that lt

where u 1s a unit, then r1 1s a unit.
Let ux = XI'1' and -1u X::I XI'2.

Then x ::I u-1ux :I u-1xr = XI'2r1' 80 X(1 - r2r1) 1:1 o.1

It r1 or r2 e J, then r2r1 e J and 1 - r2r1 1s Cl

unit. Thus x = 0, which is a contradiction, for J 1s
non-trivial.

lIeneer1,r2 ¢J and so r1,r2 are units as required.

Then
1:1 0,

ither U# _- 0, or ~+n 1:1 0.so, e x
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m+n 1. 0 ~It J Is not nilpotent, then x F, so U = o.
This eives b = 0, and R has no zero divisors.

Conversely, if J is nilpotent, then xm= 0, for
some integer m ..2. (We cannot have m = 1 since J is
non-trivial) We can assume xm-1 /: o.
Then

~-1.x :: 0

In this case R has zero divisors, and they comprise all
the non-zero elements 01" J.

5.1.7 Definition We call a scalar local ring with a
non-nilpotent Jacobson radical, a scalar local domain.

- -5.2 The classes SI and Z.

Vichave defined the classes~l''1f and Z in 1.2.3,
1.2.4 and 1.2.6, respectively."" Let Q. and s be the closure
operations defined in 1.1.3. Then Q and s are unary and
QS is also a unary closure operation.

Q 1..L~ -:zQWe can define classes 1: , 0 and z: to be the
. QS

Q -interiors of'~ , ;J- and:C ,respectively. Define 1:. ,
QS -:z. Q.s . "Y 1.L -a~ ,~ to be the as-interiors of~, ~ ,~ ,respectively.

We have the follmving inclusion diagram.



5.2.1 Definitiqn Wedefine the classes SI and Z bYI-

G e SI it and"only if" every invariant series

01" G can be refined to an invariant a.-series.

-G e Z it and only if eveI7 invariant series

of G can be retined to a central series ot G.

5.2.2 Le!!lllla (i) Si = l1~J
(ii) - 2:

q
•z =

(i) -Proof We aho\f that ~I is Q..-closed. Let-G G SI, and le t H be a normal sub~roup of G. Take an

invariant ·... series of G throuCh H and retine this to an

invariant a-series. Those 6ubl,;roups lying above II nmT

give, modulo H, an invariant a.-series 01" G/H.

lIenee
Q

SI " }f .
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~
Let G e 1J and let AlB be a factor of' an invariant

series of G. Intersect AlB with same invariant a-series

of G/B. Th1s eives a refinement ot the invariant series

of Gt with a-factors.
- - UG.lIenee G e SI and SI = ~ •

(i1) The proot 1s similar to '(1) •

Q Q Q
In [b] Hall showed that 1.'I, ;: are not ~-closed.

Us1ng the notation we have 1ntroduced above, lIall t e

results can be stated as

where R is the ring of p-adic integers, see 6.2, while
l'

j:({n2 :Rl') has a :free subgroup of rank two. In the next

section we ShOllthat many of the groups ~(n:R)lie in
Q ~ql and have subgroups which are not in ~ •

5.3 The g£oup#<fltR) whenR is a scalar local domain.

5.3.1 Theorem Let n be an intin1 te set and let R be a

scalar local damain. Then j:(n IR) e l~.

1={{nIR) e p.IL, c.
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We must sho~ that every proper factor group o~
'i'I(n:R)belongs to l.

Let H be any non-tr1v1al normal subgroup of ~(n:R).
We sh0\7 that there ex1sts a normal subgroup K of ~(nIR)
\71th

K < H and ~(nIR)/K e 11.
S1nce n 1s Q-closed it will tollO\v that

~(nIR)/H e n < Z,
i1vina the re sul t.

Let J be the Jacobson radical ot R. Since R has
no zero div1sors, by 5.1.6, J can have no zero d1v1sors.
The lett and ri&ht annihilators of J are therefore
trivial. S1nce n ls 1nf1nite, the condit1ons of lemma
4.2.8 are satisfied, so

tor some «, ~ e n with « P ~, and some a e J with a p O.
Let p,a be any elements ~ n with p '" a and let

b be ~ element or the 1deal J2aJ2.
m

I Xl1X:218lt31~1 •1=1Then b c where

Choose ~,~ e n with A p «,~,p,a and ~ ~ a,~,p,o.~.
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This is always possible since n is an infinite set. Then

since ~,~,at~ are all distinct.
But na.13(a)e H which 1s normal in 1:t(n:R),

so ~~(x2iax31) e H.

But p,a e n with Pta,A,~ all distinct, and so

But ~~(~lax31) e H which ls normal ln 1i{nIR)

so npO(x11x21ax3i%q.i) e II.

Thus npo(b} e H.

!~0\1 J2aJ2 is a t\vo-sidedideal ~ R, and so

'J- J2aJ2 1:1 ~, -ror some inte£er n ..1,
by lemoa 5.1.5.

Let K be the subgroup ~enerated by

We shO':1 K .. 1I. We have shO\m that ~IJ.(a) e H, -ror A 1= IJ..
a e~, so it remains to Sho\T ~~(a1a2)~IJ.(a2a1) eH.

N~ one at a1,a2 is in ~ so suppose it is 81•



Then ~J.L(ai) e n, so [~(a1 )tI)L~(-a2)] e lIt since H is

normal. Using 3.1.1 (ix), we see that ~~(a1a2)~J.L(a2a1)
belongs to II. Hence K < H.

Vienow shO\ythat K is normal in ~(nIR). Consider

[~~(a).na~(b)] where a E J2n, b e J.

If Dnp ~ ~~ then the commutator belonas to K, using
3.1.1. But

[~ (a), ~~ (b) ]

= I?-.J.L(aba(1-ba)-1)~~(-bab(1-ab»~i(-ab)~J.L(-ba) e K.

Therefore K is normal 1n ~(nIR).
We nos construct a central series 01' tinite length

tor J:(n:R)/X.

Define Ki = M(n'R)
For 1> 1, define
Kl.= <~(a),~~(a1a2)~J.L(a2a1) J ~ t J.L. a, 8182e Ji~

Then K2n ~ K.

We must show [Ki,K1] < K1+1•
This toll~s tram 3.1.1. Therefore ~(n:R)/K18 nilpotent
and the result Is proved.
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We now show that #(nIR) has a sub~ou:p which is
either the free product of two cyclic groups of prime
order or the free 2roup of rank two, provided R satisfies
certain conditions. The first part of the first of these
lemmas is proved in (~], but aii eli'; :;Lnc"t=:tm; 61 t~

Q. Iso .
~OC:S is G:1:"t'tm::::tlx9~, we ei¥e a ena, E!! proof'.

5.3.2 Lemma The matrices
and

generate a free group it either
(i) the coefficients are in a and Ixl > 1 :

(ii) the coefficients are in ~[x].

We notice that this lemma applied to the group
H(nIR) eives the following result. Let n be a linearly
ordered set with In] ~ 1 and let R be a rinllwith
Jacobson radical J. Suppose that J contains an element
x F 0 such that the subring ot R ~enerated by (1,xl is
(i) ~ or (ii) l[x]. Since x ~ 1, for J cannot contain
the identity, we see that U(nIR) contains a subgroup
isomorphic to the f'reecroup on two generators in both
cases.

Proot of '.3.2 Write
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and

Consider the product
m1 m2 ~

Y' = (n21 ) (n12) •••••••••• (n21) •
~here m1,m2,·•••, ~ are inteters with m1 ~ 0 for 1 < i < k,
and'k> 3.

/

We sha.vthat the product y cannot be trivial. Consider
y as a linear map on the ~ module with basis v

1
,v2•

Let ~ aV1 + bV2

> cv1 + dV2

where a,b,c,d e ~ , where 7~ is considered as an ordered
ring.

Suppose
(n
21

)m1(n12)m2 I Vi ~ a(1 )v
1

+ b(1 )v
2

(n21 )m1(n12)m2(~1 )m3 I Vi ---.> a(2)v
1

+ b(2)V
2

.

• •• •• •• •• •

N(1.V a(1) = 1, and Ib(1 ) I = Im2xIso [a (~ ) I < Ib(1 ) I.

Thus la(2), = la(1) + m3Xb(1)1 and Ib(2)1 = Ib(1)"
giving la(2)1 > Ib(2)1, since le(1}1 < Ib(1}I.
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\'leshow by induc tion that
la(i)1 < Ib(i)l it 1 is odd.
la(i)1 > Ib(i)1 it i is even.

Suppose i is odd.
We have a(1+1) = a(i) + m Xb(1) and b(i+1) = b(1).1+2
Hence 'la(i+1)1 > Iml+2Xb(1)I _ la(1)1

> 2Ib(1)1 - la(1)1 since Ixl > 1.

> Ib(1)1 slnce la(i)1 < Ib(1)i by

induction.

Suppose 1 is even.
We have a(1+1) = a(l) and b(1+1) = b(1) + m1+2xa(1).
IIence Ib(1+1) I ;;.Iml+2xa(1) I - Ib(1)I

0;;. 2Ia(1)1 _ lb(l)1 since Ixl > 1

> la(i)1 since Ib(l)1 < la(1)1 by induction
= la(1+1)1 since a(i+1) = a(1).

Also la(i)1 = la(1-1)1 it i is odd;
Ib(1)1 = Ib(161)1 it i 1s even.

la(1)1 > Ib(i)1 = Ib(i-1)1 > ••••• > la(1)1 = 1,Hence
1t 1 1s even.

Thus it 1 1s even la(1)1 > 1. ---(1)
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If i is odd
Ib{i)r> la{l)1 = la{i-1), > 1.

Thus if i is odd lb{i), > 1. ------(2)

Nm1 if y is trivial we aust have

This requires a(i) = 1 and b{l) = 0 for som~ integer i.
This contradicts either (i) or (2) since i must be either
even or odd. This completes the proof in the first case.

Case (1i) Consider the product
m1 m2 ll1t

(n12) (n21 ) ••••••• (~1):I =

~1emay assume that 'ni 1= 0, for 1 < 1< k. For, it
n1 = 0 or lie = 0, an exactly similar argument holds to
the one Given belo\1•.We show that this product Is
non-trivial and the result will then follmT as in case (i).

Let :I I vi
...

y I v2 --... cV1 + dV2

where a,b,c,d e ~[x] •

•



Then 1'1(x) :; 1 2 • C1 (x)+ m1m2x , :;mix;
1'2(x) :; 1 2 • C2(X) :; mix + m3x(1 + m1J:l2x2)+ m1m2x ,

We obtain
g2n(x) ::C2n-1 (x) + m2n+1~2n-1 (x);

t2n+1(x) :: t2n(x) + m2n+1Xi2n(X).

By an induction similar to that used in case (i), we see
that C2n(x) is a polynomial in x of degree 2n+1 with
last term

Now if y ::I 1, then a a 1 and b a 0, so in partIcular

~(x) :: 0, for some Inte~er m.

It m = 2n, then m1m2 •••m2n+1 ::° which is impossible
since mi ~ 0 and mi are intecers.
It m = 2n+1, then

C2n+1(X) D 22n(X) :: 0 and, aa before, this
la iInI?0ssible.

IIence y 1= 1 and the result is ];)roved.

5.3.3 Lemma Let
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be matrices with coefficients in GF(p)[x]. Then n12 and
n21 generate

This lemma applied to the &roup H(nIR) gives the
toll~11ng result. Let n be any linearly ordered set with
In I !. 1, and let R be a ring with Jacobson radical J.
Suppose J contains an element x so that the subrin2 ot

R generated by (i,x) is GF(p)[xl tor some prime p. Then
H(n:R) contains a subaroup isomorphic to the free
product of two cyclic groups of prime order.

Proot ot 5.3.3 The proof is essentially the same
as lemma 5.3.2 (ii), tor we shO\Tthat

To do this we must sho.., that any product
mi m2 mk

y = (n12) (n21) ••••• (n2i)

cannot be trivial, where m1 ~ 0, tor 1 <; i <; kp-"d,

)I C 631 'i etl"pt 0 < mi < p.

Let y I Vi ~ aV1 + bv2,

y : v2 ~ cV1 + dV2•
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where s,b,c,d e GF(p)[x].
Suppose that

••••••

••••••
Suppose Y = 1. Then s = 1, b = 0 and so im{x) = 0, tor
some integer m. As in lemma 5.3.2 this is only possible
it

where [m] = m it m is odd, [m] = m+1 it m is even.
This is clearly impossible since GF(p) has no

zero divisors. The result nmT tollows.

We can combine the results ot theorem 5.3.1 and.
lemmas 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 into one theorem.
5.3.4 Theorem Let n be any linearly ordered set and
let R be a scalar local domain with Jacobson radical J
generated as a lett and right ideal by x. Suppose that

the subrina ot R generated by i1,x) is isomorphlc to
(i) 'l., (ii)2(x] or (iil) GF(p)[x], tor p ~ 2,3.
Then H(n:R) e i:~ but #(n:R) ¢. IQ~
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Proof By theorem 5.3.1, we hnve ~(nIR) e 2:~ To
QScomplete the :proof viemust sha,vthat J.C(nSR) If '*. Let

R satisty the conditions of the theorem and suppose that
)

yQ.s
~(nIR ex:.

By lemma 5.3.2, if Rg(1,x) ~ Z or &.[xl, then Ft(nsR)

contains a subgroup Isoworphic to F2, a free group on
QS Q~two symbols. Then F2 e 1: • since}: is s-closed. But

QS QS

1: is also Q-closed, and so Cp. Cp e "l for any prime
p, eve~J two generator grcup being a factor group of F2•

By lemma 5.3.3, Cp • Cp is a subgroup of ~(nSR),

when Ra(1,x) = GF(p)[x]. In all cases we have

and we sho~ that this is impossible.
The projective special linear Group PSL(2,p) is

simple, tor p ~ 2,3, and is cenerated by

C :J
and. ,

both these matrices havina order p.

lIenee there is a homomorphism

------i1> PSL(2,p)·

QSand so PSL(2,p) e 1.
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This is impossible when p ~ 2,3 since a non-Abelian
finite simple group cannot have an Abelian series. This
contradiction completes the proof.

G QS
&. GaS ~ 'UQS ""2 ~ Z5.3.5 CorollaI';{ l. ~'l , ':t ., <J I J;;. ,

The classes ~ and Z are not C)-closed.

Proot This is an immediate consequence of the
theorem when we have shown that there exist rings R sat1stying
the conditions et theorem 5.3.4. Examples of such rings
are given in the follo~ina chapter, see ex~~ples 6.2
and 6.3.
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§6 Example s

6.1 Example 1 i a locally nilpotent croun.

We have given several results concerning the grou~s
'K (n:R) and JJ(n:R), when R has a commutative locally
nilpotent radical, in section 3.2. It is interesting to
look at an example cbtained by choosing a specific rini
for R, for we have not excluded the possibility that
all groups ~(nsR) might be Baer n11iroups or that all
groups .,N'(nsR) might be nilIlotent.

We begin by defining a ring ~ see [~] example 3.
Consider the set A of symbols an' where a is any real
number 0 < a < 1.

Let l be the commutative algebra over GF(p) with
basis an uhere aa e A. Multiplication is detined on
the basis elements bys-

, it a + Cl > 1.

Addition 1s detined formally.

6.1.1 Lemm& l is a commutat1ve locally nilpotent ring.

Proof' Every elemen t ~ 0 ot l can be wri tten
uniquely in the torm

a =
___ (1}
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m ~ 1, wnere 0 ft ni E GF(p) and distinct °'1'0.2, ••• , am E (0,1)

Clearly l is commutative since

Let T be any finite set of elements of l. Every element
of T has the form (1), so we Crul choose a relevant eO.

wd th a, minimal for all the elements of T. rfhis is
possible since T is a finite set.

NOli there exists a least integer n with

Let S be the subrin, of l generated by T. It is easy
to see that

sn = o.
Hence every finite set of elements of ~ is

contained in a nilpotent subring and so ~ is locally
nilpotent.

e embed l in a ring i with a 1 50 that l is the
Wlique maximal ideal of Ii. We give a eneral embedding
thecrem.

6.1 •c.; Derin! tion 'Iesay that a rin R has charac ter1 61(19
p, fer- some prime p, if pI'= 0, for all I' E R.



6.1.3 Lemma A radical ring J with characteristic p, tor
some prime p, can be embedded in a ring with a 1 so that
the ring, R say, has characteristic p and J is the unique
maximal ideal or R.

Proof Let J be radical of characteristic p and
let R = J x 2p , where addition and multiplication are
detined by

(ri ,n1) +.(r2,n2) = (ri+r2,n1 +~) ,

.(ri ,n1)(r2'~) = (r1r2+ni r2+n2r1 ,nin2) ,
where r1,r2 e J and ni,n2 e~.

This is the same multiplication and addition
used in 2.2.6.

NO\1 R has ai, namely the element (0,1) and R
has characteristic p since

p(r,n) = (pr,pn) a (0,0).
N0\1 J is an ideal ot R and all the elements ot J

are quasi-regular, 80 J is contained in the radical ot
R. But R/J:: GF(p), 80 J is the Jacobson radical ot R
and J is the unique maximal ideal ot R.

Every locally nilpotent ring is radical and the
ring l ot lemma 6.1.1 haa characteristic p since it ls
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an alzebra over GF(p). Embed l in a ring 11 by the
construction o~ lemma 6.1.3. Then a 1s a commutative
rina with locally nilpotent rad1cal l and

!Vi. ~ GF(p).

By 3.2.3 and 3.2.1 we have Jf(nla) e NO. and /~(nln,) e ...n.
We n~ consider these groups more closely, proving first
that ~(nIR) is not nilpotent. For the rest of this section
a and la \7i11be the rings defined above.

6.1.4 Le!I!IAi\Let n be tJIr3 linearly ordered set with [n] /: 1.

Then X(nla) ~ in· for tJIr3 n, and so JI(nIR) ~ n.
Proof We use the commutator relations of 3.1.1.

Suppose ..N'(nzR) ein. Choose the positive real number
(f\.d~a. with M. < 1.

Then for A ~ ~ we have

where sa. = (Sa.,O) E n,.
This contradiction shovls that ..MUIR) ¢. "fn and

the proof is ccmplete.

6.1.5 I&lnlRi Let n be an intini te linearly ordered set.
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Then
(1) Jr(n:R) has trivial centre;

I .,

(ii) J[(n:E.) = ,N(n:~.J = ~(n:~J;

Hence f'or- in:finite n, .N'(n:E.) ¢. ZA and N(n :~J~ 1:.".

Froor (i) Nov ~ has trivial left and right
arulihilators. For, i:f

then n ar o,r

Let 0.1 be maximal among 0.1' ••••• , o.r. We can choose
!3 E (0,1) w'i th

o.i + f3 < 1, (2)

Slvi a.aB = af3.a ~ o.

It now f(.;110,··1 'cdi{t~lJ ·-cit It...~JJo' •• 7 tlwt
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,
Proof' (ii) Let N(n:i.) be the derived iroup of'

.N(nli.). Every eenerator of i,.. say aa.' can be expressed

in the f'orm

Sa. = ala. .ala. •

So ;.2 =;.. Let a be all1' element of l. Wecan \"{r1 te
m

a '" L al1a21 '
1=1

~(a)

m

.. n[~(a11),~(a21)]
1=1

Then



,
and so Ji(n:E.) contains all the generators of the form

~~(a), A~~ •
•Hence~(ntE.) <N(n'i).

But N(nlE,)/~(n.E.) ea., by 4.1.3, since B. is commutative.. ,
This gives ~(nlE.) =.N(nsR).

Let A,J,Le n with A /: J,J.and choose p /: A,J,J..
Then for any a e l,.,

a =
m

and ~~(a) a 1I![~(a11).np~(a21)]
II I

Hence N (nlE,) a JI (nlR) a ~(nlB.).

Wehave encwn that N(nsB,) need not be a ZAgrouP
or a c-croup, but since K(n'i) e ,.a, then it ~st be aD

l-aroup. In the next lemmawe construct a central series

torN(nIR). Weintroduce some notation.

Let A« be the set of elements of l ot the torm

where xi > a., for 1 < i .; r.

-Let A be the set ot elements at l ot the torm«
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where Xi > n, tor 1 < i <.r.

6.1.6 LeJ!l.maThe grOll,N(filE,) luis a central series

where Aa. = <~J.L (a) I A.lL e n, a e ArJ.
VO(. = <~ (a) I A,J.L e n, a e A~

Moreover Va. and Aa. are nilpotent subgroups of
N(nzE,), et class < (m-1), where m is the least integer
such that ma. > 1.

Eroot Using the commutator relations of 3.1,1, it
is easy to see that conditions (i),(il) and (lli) of
definition 1.2.1 are satlsfied. IIence

ls a series· tor J/(n:B,).

To sh~ that It Is a central series; we need to
sha:r that

- -Thls is satisfied. eince given a e Aa. and any a ~ l,
we have

-a.a e Aa. •
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To show that Aa. ls n1lpotent, \Ve see that

ls a central serles for Aa.' where

1 < 1< m,

-Clearly l~ :::1, smce ax::: ° lt x > 1 ; and 1t ls easy
to see that thls ls a central serles.

The group /.f(nSB-) theretore has a normal sub&roup
Aa. tor every real number a.e (0,1) J we investl~ate the
tactor croup.

Proot .Let ~ be a rlng constructed ln an

identlcal fashlon to the construction at B. except that
the generators a~ are lndexed by ~ e (O,a.) lnstead ot

~ e (0,1).

We ShO\T that

II (n IRa.) ~ N (n IB,), tor any a.e (0,1),

bY' constructlng an lsomorphlsm

Detine CPa. by
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'" I a"Ta. i3 •

Under this map every generator a~, i3 e (O,a.) , is
and ~ e (0,1). Canversel1, ilvenmapped into a~

a.
an::! x e (0,1) then a.x e (O,a.), so

-->

'a. extends naturall1 to an isomor,phism

The isomor,phism 'a. induces an isomorphism

--~> H(nsa), c.r. lemma 3.1.9.

To complete the proof we show that

We define a hanomorphism

First define a homomorphism

by > a~, ° < i3 < a.,
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N~ 0a extends to a homomorphism ~----> in with

kernel K ~here the elements of K are precisely those ot
the torm

+ ••••••• J 1 < 1 < r.

Then Oa induces a homomorphism

with kernel Aa.

Hence N(n1i)/Aa ~ N(nIR), for all a e (0,1).

It we embed i. ln a ring a* by the construction ot

2.2.6 then~(nai*)'e ~]. by theorem 3.2.1. However lt

ls easy to see that B. is a homomOr]?h1cimage ot a*, and

so ~(nlll) ls a homomorphicimage of <K(nai..) by 3.1.9.
Hence~(nlE..) e Lll -. Weshow that'i(nli,) ¢. Ma.

Proot Consider the subgroup II ot 'K(nai),

where A.~ are tixed element. of n and a is a fixed real
. ,

number 0 < a < 1.

To show that ~ (nIB,) ~ Ha, it is sufficient to show

that H ,I. ...a, slnce the class Ha ls S-closed.
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(~~ (ao.,1 »lI = IIi

(tA~ (80.,1 »1I1 = Hi

where Hi = (~~ (ao..1 >,toI(nlB.)~.

Denote (~~(ao.'1»H by (t)H •. Choose ° en with °~A,~.

We sha:, that

and

an element such that

We, can certainly 'lind Buch an a, by the construction ot R.
Then

where we write (-Sa) tor (-~.O).
Hence ~o(no.) e (t)H and BO tor any Pi '01 e n we have

'np'° (a~) e(t)H ,'tor all ~ > a.. We ~se here the tact
11·

that 1nl > 3 and so by taking sui table commutators, of

~o(ao.) we can obtain np101(a~).

But for any b e i.. and ° ~A,J,L,

[tA~(ao.,1 )'I).Lo(b,0)] :I ~o( aa.b+b) e (t)I1.

Hence ~o(ao.b)~o(b) e (t)H •



But aa.b is an element of la :whichcontains only basis

elements a~ with ~ > a.

Hence Z?.O (b) e (t)H, for all b e i.- Then taking sui table

commutators, we obtain

~a(b) e (t>H, tor all b e i..t and all p,a e n

with p p a.
Since (n.B.) = (npa{b) I P ~ a ). we have <t)H )I IIi

But Hi is normal in H, so Hi = (t)H.

IIoweverwe hav.c,only' conjugated ~IJ. (ao.,1) by

elements of Hi and so we have

lIenee H¢ N <L and so R (nl~) ¢. Ntl.

6.2 Exmnple2 An'SY-sp::OW? \Ti tb a tree s;UbgrOUp 01' rMk 2~_

We define the ring ot p-ad1c integers, tor p a prime.

Detine the p-ad1c integer a. to be the infinite series

2 . na. = aO + a1P + a2P + •••• + ~P + ••••

where 0 < an < P-1, tor n Cl 0,1,2,3, ••••

Let a. be as detined above and let ~ be the p-adic
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integer given by

••••••

Def'ine

where all the coefficients cn are residues modulo p and

Co = aO + bO - pqO

cn = an + bn + ~-1 - PCln

Define
'2 na~ ~ dO + diP + d2P + •••••• + ~p + ••••••

where the coeff'icients ~ are also residues modulo p and

From this def'in1tion or multiplication it f'oll~vs
immediately that 1 is the unit element and the ring of

p-adic integers does not contain divisors of'zero.

We denote the ring of'p-ad!c integers by Rp. It
is easy to see that Rp is a commutative ring.
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The ideal generated by p consists ~recisely at the

ncn-unt t elements of Rp= so (p) is the unique maximal

ideal of Rp. lIenee J, the Jacobson radical of Rp' is the

ideal pRp.

For, if a e n J1, then
1<CJJ

a. == •

Suppose aj is the first non-zero coefficient.

Then
a. == + ••••• •

and so a. ~ Jj+1. Thus aj == 0 tor j == O,1,2,3,~ •• ,

and so a. == o.
Therefore n J1 = o.

i<CJJ

By 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 \Tehave N(nIRp) e Rnn~a..
It' n is infinite the conditions of theorem 5.3.1 are

satisfied, 80

Q.
~(nIRp) e 'l, if n is infin1 tee However

Ruh.pJ ~ 7l. < Rp and so the conditions of

lemma5.3.2 are satisfied.
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Thus the ring Rp gives the example necessary to
complete corollary 5.3.5.

~1nce the elements of Rp have infinite additive
order, it is clear that ~(n:Rp) is generated by elements
of ini'inite or-de r , ~7e now prove

6.2.1 Lemma N(n:R ) is generated by elements of 1nfin! tep
order, p1'ovided p # 2.

Proof Since ~(n:Rp) is generated by elements of
1nf'1nite order 1t is sui'ficient to show' that

has infinite order when p ~ 2.

Suppose (1 + pr)q = 1 where q is some prime
q ~ p. Let

fPm • R > Rp/pIIl:Rp'" pm.• p

Then fPm • (1 +pr) ~ 1 + 'Pm(pr)·
Hence if' (1 +pr)C! = 1 then (1 +q)m(pr) )q = 1•

Since cpm(pr) E~pm , this implies that cpm(pr) = 0 for

all integers m,

Then :I' = 0 , so no non-trivial generator ~A(pr)

can have order q for q ~ p.

N CA'l sUPP ose = 1.
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Then (1 + pr)p = 1.
1 + p.pr + n(~=:1l (pr)2 + •••• + (pr)p a 1.Thus

Since Rp contains no divisors of zero we have
1;1(p=1 ) ( }p-21 + 2 r + ••••••+ r pr = O.

Hence ( p(p-1}/2 + •••••••• + (pr)P-2)r == -1.
But -1 is a un1t of Rp and so r and.

p(p-1)/2 + •••••• + (pr}P-2
must nlso be un1ts.

It p p 2 then this eives a contradiction since

p(p-1}/2 + •••••• + (1'r)P-2

has a factor p.
Hence if p > 2 all the generators have infinite

order.

It p a 2 then the generator ~A(-P) has order
two, tor

(1 - p) 2 == 1 - 2p + p2 a 1

2
SO (~A(-P}J. ~A(O) a 1.

if P == 2,
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We nON investigate the group ~(nIRp) tor locally
nilpotent normal subgroups. The Hirsch-Plotkin radical
ot a croup is defined to be the join et the locally
nilpotent normal subgroups.

6.2.2 Lemmg Let n be an infinite linearly ordered set.
Then the Hirsch-Plotkin radical ot ~(n:Rp) 'ls trivial. In
tact no normal subgroup can be an Engel group.

Proof By the proot et theorem 5.3.1 we see that

,
tor every non-trivial normal subcroup Ht where tor some
integer n,

To complete the proot ot this lemma lt is
sufticient to show that lei is not in t,. tor ~ is s-closed.

Let A'~te be distinct elements ot n. Then

, ' 2Puttine -b = x , and uslng 3.1.1 (ix) we have

n~ (X)l)L~ (x) e Ri

But [~~(x)tn~(x)~~(x), ••••••• tn~(x)n~~(x)]
, I' 1 I

= '~~(xl+1).
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However Xi+1" 0, for any inteier 1, since Rp is
an integral. domain and x is non-zero.

Then ~~(xi+1) ~ 1 and this completes the proof.

6.3 Exmnnle 3 Another BY-group with a subgrgqp not in sr.
toeWe define the power series rina in the indeterm1naftt

x over the division ring D. Elements are of the form

a. = + •••••

where 8i E D, for i = 0,1,2,', ••••••
Addition and multiplication are defined by

+ ,

Vie denote this rina by Dix}.

The ideal of D(x} generated by x consists precisel1
of the non-unit elements of Dlx). Hence xDlx} is the
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Jacobson radical of D[xl and D[X} satisties the conditions
ot 5.3.1.

Suppose the prime tield ot D is ~, the rationals.
Then

Rid1,x} ~ 1[x]

and tor n an infin1 te linearly ordered eet \Te have, by

theorem 5.3.4,

but

;i(nstl xl) e 2'\

~(nID[xl) 4 *~~
Suppose the prime tield of D is GF(p}. Then

. ,

Rg[1,x} ~ GF(p)[x]

and tor n an in:t.'inite linearly ordered set and p .,l 2, 3 ,

we have

"But by theorem 5.3.4 we have

S:/(nsD{X}) e ?;.Q.

S4(nID{x}) ,!. ~ QS

We have proved the following result.

6.'.1 Lemma Let n be an intln1 te eet and let D be a
division ring whose prime field is not isomorphic to GF(p)
tor p = 2 or 3.

Then
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\ Q. QS
1-«nID(X) e 1 -l

6.4 Examnle 4 An infinite simple croup.

Ue give the construction of the Sasiada simple
radical ring, see [I,].

Let x and y be two non-cn~uting.lndetermina:ts
and let k be a field. Denote by kllx,y)J the power series
ring in x and y over k.

Let J denote the ideal of kllx,y)J consistina o~
those po~er series with zero constant term. The elements
ot J are nan-units ot kllx,y]J. Also it «e J then
1 +« is a unit ot k{(x,y]J and so J is Q radical ideal
ot kllx,y1l.

Let a. e klix,yJ J. Then« e:f1 if and only it the

degrees ot all the terms of « are greater than or equal
to n,

iIIenee it a. e iQo/ ' then a. = 0, Civing

In [ ] it is sh~T.n that there exists an ideal of J

which contains x - yx2y but not x. Let J.t be a maximal
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ideal with respect to containing x - yx2~ and not x.
Consider the imace of x under the natural homomorphism

(()I J ---~ s/u,

Let S be the ideal ot JIM Generated by ,(x). Then
S is a sim,le non-trivial radical ring. Embed S in a
ring Ra with a 1 by the construction of 2.2.6.

For ~ inf'inite linearly ordered set n, t4(n IRS)

is simple, by theorem 4.2.11.

6.4.1 Lemma Let n be an infinite linearly ordered set.
Then for each prime p there exists a ring ~s so that
w{nSRs) is a simple troup generated by elements of order p.

Proof Given a prime p, let k = GF{p) •. Let kl(x,y)J
be the power series ri~ in two non-commutini indeterminants
x and y. Define the simple radical ring Strom kllx,y)J
as above.

Consider k{lx,y}J as an algebra over GF{p). Then
kllx,y)J has a unit element and so algebra ideals and
ring ideals coinci~e. lienee S ia an algebra over OF(p)
since S is obtained trom k((x,yJJ by taking ideals and
homomorphic images.

Thus every element of S has additive order p. Let
Rs be ~~ ring with a 1 having S as its Jacobson radical.

Let ~~(a) ,A,~ E fl, ~ ~ ~, a G S,



be a generator of ~(n:Rs).
Then
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= ~JJ.(pa) =

and all the generators of the simple group ~(n:Rs)have
order p.
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§7 Generalisation of the Sylow p-subgroup of the.
symnlectic grouD.

We shall construct a class of Groups by generalising
the Sylow p-subgroup of the symplectic group over the
field GF(p).

7.1 The Sylrn7 p-subgroup of the sYmplectic group.

In this section we find a set of~enerators for
the Sylo~ p-sub~oup of the symplectic group. In all that
follo~s we suppose p is a prime wIth p p 2.

7.1.1 Definition The symplectic group SP21(P) is the
Clset of all 2x2tmatrices T over GF(p) sat1sfy1ng

where , I is the lxl identIty, and

T· denotes the transpose of T.

The order of SP21(P)is

12 21 2P (p - 1 )....... (p - 1 ) ,
see [3] page ql,., and hence the SylO'.1'p-subgroup of SP21 (p)

2
have order pl •
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7.1.2 Definition Let G be the sub~roup of SP21(P)
generated by

o

I o

where Eij denotes the 1x1 matrix'whose (1,3) coefficient
ls i'and all other coefflcients are zero.

\ie shc':I that G ls ln'fact a Sy10\, p-subgroup ~
SP21 (p) by shal11n~ that G ls a subgroul' ot s1'21(~) ot

2
order p1 •

..

7~1.3 Theorem G is a SylO\T p-subcroup ot SP2~(P).
Proot It is easy to check that t1j fa SP2i(1')

and si3 e SP21(P).
n

N0\1 I 0 Cl I 0

I I
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e...'1d. so Slj has order p. But all the Slj t s commute and

so the l?roduct or any number or Slj'S has order p. Let

S be tho subsroup of SP2l(P} generated by the Slj's.

S = <slj I 0 < i < j < 1)

Then S Is elementary Abelian and a p-group of
order pl(1+1)/2. The tij's generate a subgroup T c~

SP2l(P) of order p1(l-1)/2.

Clearly ToS = 1.

Also T normalises S. For,

It I o
U I

It E Tt we have LU" = I.

-1= N MI., since L" = N-1.

This ShO\7S that

N-1JlL I

I o e S.
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Then G = ST, the s~lit extension of S by T and

= =

This completes the proof.

7.1.4 Corollary The Sylow p-ssubgr-oup G of SP2l (p) is a

split extenoion of an elementary Abelian p-group S of

order pl(l+1 )/2 by an isomorphic copy of the Sylow

p-subgroup OL the general linear 7roup GL(l,p) of order
1(1-1 )/2P •

7.2 The group %(flSp)

.,ehave considered G as a group of linear
transformations on a 21 dimensional vector space. We
'eneralise this concept to ontain a roup of linear
transformations on an inti ite dimensional vector space.

7.2.1 Definition Let n be a linearly ordered set.
Introduce fi1 ' a linearly ordered set 0rder is morphic

-to fl. efine H to be the linearly ordered set fi1u fl,
where Ai < A for any Ai e fi1 and A e fi. From now on
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we denote the element of n1 correspondinz to ~ e n under
the isomorphism by ~1.

Let V be a vector space over GF(p), where p ~ 2,
with basis vr for ten.
For A,~ G n with ~ < ~, we define the map

~~ I V ~ V
by

~
I vA ~ v~ + v~

~"" I Vy ~ Vy , y I: A • v e n

~"" I v"" > V - vA
1 ""1 1

~"" I Vv ) Vy vi /: ""1 vi e n1•I •1 1

For A,,,,,e n we define the map

sAJ,.LI V ~ V

by
8A~ I Vv > vv , ven ,

I v""1
v + vA

~ > ""1

sAJ,I.I vA ~ vA + v""1 1

BAJJ.I Vy Vv v1~ A1'~1 • "1 e n,I1 1

Let f(nIP) be the croup generated by



By the definition of SA~ 'we see that

If ~ = (1,2,•••••,1), where {1,2,•••••,1} is
ordered in the natural way, then the group ~nl:p) is
isomol'];lhicto the SylO\Tp-subgroup ot the symplectic group.
We note however that the eenerators civen here are not
identical to those given before since in the definition
of the Sylow p-subgroup of the symplectic .roup

Since p ~ 2 and the vector space V is over OF(p), then
the two detin1 tiona are equivalent. We nO\'(prove a
result generalising corollary 7.1.4.

7.2.2 Theorem The group %(nIP) ls a spllt extension
of an elementary Abelian p-group S by McLain's group
Tn(p). The actlon of Tn(P) on S is given by the tollOtfing
six equations.

(i)

In the next five equations l,~,a,~ are distinot
elements of n.
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(li) -1
t),t3 ~J.L~t3 1:1 ~ sJ.L13

(lii) -1taJ.LSAJ.Ltc,J.L= SAJ.L

(lv) -1. 2
~J.L~J.L~J.L = ~J.LsJ.LJ.L

(v) t~SAl.tAJ.L = s),Asl.J.LSJ..LJ.L

(vl) -1taA S;..l.tal. ::I ~)..

Proot Equatlons (1) - (vl) are easily verified
by considering the action otthe elements on the vector
space V~ Then detini~

S 1:1 <~~I A,J.Le n) ,

T 1:1 <~J.L I A < IL. A,J..Le n) /~

we see that %<nap) is anextenr.ion of S by T. Thie
extension splits, since clearly S n T 1:1 1. It is easy
to see that the ~J..L's commute and so S Is an elementaI7
Abelian suberoup.

To see that T is isomorphic to Tn{p) we define

o, I

o N
by L --_"> L

where L and N are nxn matrlcew. Then, is an isomorphism
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and tile result tollo~s.

All McLaln~oups Tn(p) are Baer nilaroups and we

no'.' investlgate the croups ~nsp) tor this property.

7.2.3 Theorem ~(nsp) E ",11.
Froot ,Slnce ~(nIP)/s ~ Tn(p) E Na, it ls

sufticient to prove

<~, tCL~ e Na,
tor CL,~ tixed elements ot n.

But S ls a normal elementary Abelian p-subiroup

ot <S,tCL~~' ,Hence <s,ta.~ is soluble and by 3.1.13

we need only prove'<s,ta.~ ls an En~el group ot bounded
class.

Let s e Sand t = t~~ tor some integer n.
Then we must show

,[s,t,t, ••••• ,t]
I_m_l

. ::a 1 , tor somem.

All other commutators that must be checked to ahoa that

<S,tCL~ ls an Engel &roupbecome trlvial atter at most

two steps.

Consider the endomorphismrlng ot <s,~. The

automorphism t acts by conju~atlon



Then
and [s.t.t, ••••,t]

l_p _I

But e,t have order p so .

o= s = 1.

lIence [s.t,t, •••••• t1 = 1, and the proof is
l_p_1

complete.

Let n and ~ be fixed elements of n. Define

Let n = (t(l~5<nIP). Then (Stl,Ta.~ a H. and 11is nilpotent

ot class two. However we only need the foll~3ini result
which will be used in the proof ot theorem 7.2.8.

7.2.4 Lemma s~ < (ta.~~nIP).

Preot Let 11 a .( ta.~~n:p).



Thus

but since

To cheCk that sp~ e H we use 7.2.2 (iii) to obtain

-2= s~p.

Hence se~e H and since p ~ 2 this implies that s~p e H.

and so we have sa~ e H.

But t~~(3tp~ e II,tor A < p, J.L> ~ and. so, by 7.2.2 (ii)

lIenee ~J.I. e IItor any l. < 13, J.L> (3. From \,bat we have already
proved this eives

SAJ.Le H, tor ~ < 13, ~ > ~.

Now t~SA~~Y = SAJ.LBJ.LY' from 7.2.2 (ii), and so

B~yeH, tor ~ > Pt Y < ~.

Hence we have shown that BJ.LYe Ht for ~ > p and Y
arbi trary, and so Sf3{:H.
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We have shown that ~(n:p) E Nd and so ~(n:p) E Ln.

He inves tiea te the centre of 1<n:p) in the followilltj

lemma.

7.2.5 Lemma The centre of %(n.:p) is trivial if n has

no sreatest element.

Proof ~uppose that n has no greate t element and
suppose the centre of %<n:p) is Z, where Z is non-trivial.

Let z be a non-trivial element of Z. Then

z = st, wheres E Sand t E T.

Then
-1 -1
ta.[3sta.(3ta.(3 ttal3

But t~sta.f3 = s' e , and t~tta.~ = t' e T.

= st.

ThUG at = s"t' and so s = s: and t = t', slnce

S n T = 1. Hence t is in the cent.r-e of 'r. But this is

trivial i.ihon n has no reatest element by 1 .3.5, and 60

t = ..,.
Let z =

po~~ible since n has no greatest element •

.ve can suppose 11 1s maximal among i1,··· in' j1 ' • • ., jn'

and that j1 is the greatest among the 6uf'ficies occur-a .

in a tel"m with a i1•



So z.

But no power of Sj A. can OCCUl" in
1

-1 f", f"" )ti A(si 3 •••••• si 3 ti A
1 2 2 n n 1

by the choice of i1 and 31• lIence z = 1, and the centre

ot ~(nIP) is trivial.

~e nmT investigate selt-normalisina subgroups of
~(nIP).
7.2.6 Theorem It n has no ireatest element then T is
self-normalising in ~(nIP).

Proof Let i e%(nIP) normalise T.
Then E = ts and so S-1t-1Tts = T. ~ivini

s-1Ts = T and so s normalises T.

t-1 -1 •But a~s ta~ = s. say,

But S n T = 1, and so s· = s-1 and so s commutes
wi th all ta~.
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Hence S E Z, the ce tre of ~(n:p) and so s = 1,
since n has no greatest element.

Thus T is self-normalising as required.

7.2.7 Corollary If ilhas no greatest element then T is
not ascendant in %(n:p).

If ~ is a finite set, then t(fl1:P) is a finite

p-group and so t(ill:p) E 'n. In this case T cannot, be
self-normalising since T must be subnormal. In general,
however, T is not ascendant or descendant in ~(n:p).
We now give a result which generalises 7.2.6 and 7.2.7.

7.2.8 Theorem (a) The subgroup T of ~(il:P) is
descendant in ~(il:p) if and only if il is well ordered.
If ilhas no least element the normal closure of T in
%<n:p) is %(n:p).

(b) The sub roup T of t(flap) is ascendant
in 1(n:p) if and only if n* is well ordered. If ilhas
no greatest element T Is self-normalisillG in ~(n:p).

Proof (a) Suppose n is well ordered. We show
that
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is a descending series, where

If P is not a 11m!t ordinal and

H = nn
p JL<p JL

If p Is a limit ordinal.

To showthat the series Is a descendinu series we .
must shO\Tthat

where pis not a 11mit ordinal.

It is sufficient to sha., that sa.~normalises Hp

where a. + fl = p - 1.

since f3 + Y > fl + a. • p - 1 . and so f3 + Y > P•.

Checking the other possibl1Ities in a similar

manner the result toll~s.

Toprove the converse we tlrst suppose that n has

no least element. Then
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and since n has no least element

S < <T>~(n:p) •

So, <T>~nIP) = }<nIP). "

SUl?Pose that T is descendant in }(nIP). Then n must
have a least element. It n is not well ordered. then
there must exist a e n with no immediate sucessor. Denote
all ~ e n \7ith A > 0. by no.. Consider the subgroup ~(no.IP)
ot t(nIP).

Let Go. 1:1 ftCno.lP)and let To. denote the subgroup T
in ~(na.IP).

Since T 1s descendant in~(nIP) then Go.nTis
descendant in Ga,. But Go.n T la To. and To. cannot be
descendant in Go. since ~(no.Ip) :I Go. and nO.has no
least element.

This contradiction c~pletes the proot ot (a).

Proof ot (b) Suppose n. is well ordered. We sho~
that

T < Hi < H2 < •••••• < Hp < •••••• < t(nIP)

is an ascending serie s. \1here
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if P is not a limit ordinal, while

Hp = U HI.. ,
1I.<p

if p is a limit ordinal.

It is sufficient to show

where p is not a limit ordinal. Since (p - 1)'" = p* + 1,

then

The proof can nowbe completed in exactly the same

way as (a).

',Je nOYI look at J(it:p) where 4. is the set of all

integers in their natural order. rJe show that the subgroup

T of 1;(l:p) is enerated by two subgroups which are

ascendant in ~(~:p), but T is a self-normalising subgroup

of ~(l..:p).

7.2.9 Theorem The subgroups A and B are ascendant Abelian

ub roups of ;. (a..:p) where

A = < t21 21+1 : i E 7L>
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Freet It is easY' to see that A and B are Abelian

suberoups. WesherHthat A 1s ascendant 1n ~(asp).

\le define

Sn = (Sij I -2n.; 1 .;.j .. 2n-1)

Tn 1:1 (tijl -2n .. 1 " j .; 2n-1>
Gn = (Sn·T~

Weshoo f1rstly that (A,G~ is subnormal ln

(A, Gn+1(. 110'.7 all but a :r1n1te number of' generators of A

centralise Gn+1 so write

where AOis a fin1 te P-il'oup and A* centralises Gn+1•

But A* will also centralise Gri since Gn .. Gn+1and

so A*will central1se all suberoups between Gn and Gn+1•

H0\7ever (AO.Gr( ls subnormal in (Ao.Gn+1> since

these are :rin1te p-~oups and so are n1lpotent.

Let l~ la (AOIlG~ and let 1~+1 la (Ao.Gn+1(.

Then we have a finite series
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I~ = Hn,O < Hn,i < •••••• < l~,m{n) :: ~+1'

But A* centralises lIn,i for 0 < 1 < m{n) and so we

have a series

Then (A,G~ is subnormal in (A,Gn+1>as required.

Wehave the foll~Ting series ot subgroups each

beine subnormal in the next.

A =(A,G~ < (A,Gi>< •••••• < (A;G~< •••••••••
. ,. ~

It we take the union or the countable number of

croups we have

ric have therefore an ascendant series from A to ~ (~.p).

In the sameway B is an ascendant subgroup of ~(~tP)

and we have completed the proof.

7.2.10 Corollarr ~(llp) is the join of t~o ascendant

Abelian Guba:rcupsA and B, and an Abelian normal subaroup

s.
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7.2.11 Corollan, The croup ~(~:p) has t\TOascendant

Abelian suberouJ?s A and B whose join is T, a self-normalising

subcroup of ~(l.:p). ,

It maybe interesting to compute a series from

<A,Gr) to (A,Gn+1>. We do this in two steps by finding a

series trom (A,G.;) to (A,Gn'Sn+1> and then from <A,Gn'Sn+1>

to (A,Gn'Sn+1 ,Tn+1> :& <A,Gn+1>.

Detine

'. Ito = 1

Ni :& <N1-1,~ I -2n-2 < k .. 1 < 2n+1, k+l :& 4n+3-i)

7.2.12 Lemma The following ls a series trom (A,Gn> to

<A,Gn+i>·
.

<A,G~ < <A,Gn,Ni> <••• < <A,Gn,N8n+7> :& <A,Gn'Sn+i>
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Proof' It is sufficient to ShOuTthat

and that

<A,Gn'Sn+1,M~ is normal 1n(A,Gn'Sn+1,M1+1<.
The first of these can be checked trom equations 1.2.2 (i)-(vi)

while the second 1s clear since

t-2n-2+1 2n+1 and t-2n-2 2n+1-i

normalise
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